
IIJ-600 11/6/81 

l1emorandum 81-73 

Subject: Study J-600 - Dismissal for Lack of Prosecution (Comments on 
Tentative Recommendation) 

In July the Commission distributed for comment its tentative 

recommendation relating to dismissal of civil actions for lack of 

prosecution. A copy of the tentative recommendation is attached. In 

general the tentative recommendation recodifies and systematizes existing 

statute and case law on dismissal. It also makes a nu~ber of substantive 

changes: (1) The time after which a motion for discretionary dismissal 

may be made is changed from two years after the action is commenced to 

three. (2) The provision requiring dismissal for failure to enter 

default judgment within three years after service or after the defendant 

makes a general appearance is repealed. (3) The courts are given discre

tionary authority to dismiss for failure to bring to trial within two 

years after a new trial or retrial is ordered. (4) The statutory rules 

for tolling the dismissal statutes are probably stated in broader terms 

than existing case law provides. 

We have received only a handful of comments on the tentative recom

mendation. We received no comments from either trial lawyers associa

tions or insurance or defense counsel groups; these are the people most 

directly affected by any changes in the law relating to dismissal and 

can be expected to be most active in Sacramento when the proposed legisla

tion is heard in committee. The State Bar Committee on Administration 

of Justice plans eventually to submit comments on the tentative recommen

dation. 

Because of the lack of comment from the persons most affected by 

the proposal and because there is currently pending before the state 

Supreme Court the case of Hartman v. Santamarina (see discussion below) 

which will likely be a landmark case in interpretation of the 5-year 

dismissal statute, the staff recommends that we defer submission of a 

recommendation to the Legislature. It would be premature to finalize a 

recommendation at present. This is also the view of the Commission 1 s 

consultant Mr. Elmore (Exhibit 6). We should confine ourselves at this 

time to dealing with the comments we have so far received. 
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General Reaction 

Of the comments received, the reaction was generally favorable. 

Roger Arnebergh (letter attached to Memorandum 81-74) (Marketable Title)) 

felt that the tentative recommendation was "very well considered and 

should not only clarify the law but cover areas that heretofore have 

been only partially covered by statute and case law." Kenneth Arnold 

(Exhibit 4) is "very much in favor of codification of the case law." 

Mr. Arnold also had some technical drafting concerns that are matters of 

taste rather than substance, which we will not discuss here. The State 

Board of Equalization saw no problems and the Department of Transportation 

saw no great effect on their practice. See letters attached to Memorandum 

81-74 (Marketable Title). 

Our consultant 11r. Elmore has also given us additional suggestions 

for matters that should be dealt with in the statute. Exhibit 6. 

These matters are discussed below. 

§ 583.110. Definitions 

Each term defined in Section 583.110 includes language intended for 

cases in which the dismissal provisions are applied to special proceed

ings--"claim for affirmative relief", "petition", "respondent", "petitioner". 

Mr. Arnold suggests that the preferable technique is to state directly 

to what extent the dismissal provisions apply to special proceedings. 

This we have done in Section 583.120. Mr. Elmore (Exhibit 6) offers 

some simplified language for the definitions that the staff will adopt. 

Mr. Arnold also suggests that a provision be added to the effect 

that "shall" is mandatory and "may" is permissive, in order to avoid 

need for a court interpretation whether "shall" is mandatory or directory. 

The staff believes the statute has a special structure that makes such 

a provision unnecessary and unwise. The statement of public policy in 

the statute, along with the flexibility of exceptions to the dismissal 

requirements, control the construction of the statute. 

§ 583.120. Application of chapter 

Section 583.120 provides that the dismissal provisions do not apply 

to special proceedings (except to the extent incorporated by reference 

in the special proceeding). In addition Section 583.120 permits a court 
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in a special proceeding to apply the dismissal provisions in its discre

tion if the proceeding is "in the nature of a civil action and is 

adversary in character." Mr. Arnold questions this provision and recom

mends that it be deleted; he believes it will result in excessive litiga

tion over the meaning of the words. Mr. Arnold suggests instead that 

the court in a special proceeding be permitted to apply the dismissal 

provisions in its discretion "except to the extent inconsistent with the 

statute governing the special proceeding." The staff believes Mr. 

Arnold's objection to the present wording is good, but his suggested 

substitute wording also is inadequate. Mr. Elmore (Exhibit 6) suggests 

that the matter be simply left to the discretion of the court "pursuant 

to inherent authority. II For Mr. Elmore's suggestions on inherent author

ity of the court, see discussion at the end of this memorandum. 

Mr. Elmore also suggests that the statute specifically recognize 

that it does not supersede particular statutes that provide special time 

periods for litigation in particular types of actions and proceedings. 

The staff agrees with this suggestion and will add appropriate language. 

Mr. Elmore also raises the question of the relation of the statute 

to existing court rules on dismissal promulgated by the Judicial Council. 

He suggests that any conflicts between the statute and rules be worked 

out with representatives of the Judicial Council. He also proposes 

addition of a new section in roughly the following form: 

§ 583.160. Judicial Council rules 

583.160. (a) Nothing in this chapter affects rules of the 
Judicial Council governing the time for bringing a small claims 
action to trial anew on appeal to the superior court. 

(b) Except as provided in subdivision Cal, a rule of the 
Judicial Council affecting the application of a provis.ion of this 
chapter shall be directory only, if inconsistent with this chapter, 
unless this chapter or a specific statute authorizes the adoption 
of a rule affecting a dismissal pursuant to this chapter. 

The staff has no objection either to such a provision or to consulting 

with the Judicial Council. We do note, however, that in addition to the 

opportunity available to the Judicial Council as a matter of course 

since July to review and comment on the tentative recommendation, we 

have also sent the chief administrator of the Judicial Council personally 
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a copy of the tentative recommendation and a letter requesting comments. 

Whether a new inquiry would be fruitful remains to be seen. 

§ 583.130. Policy statement 

Depending upon what treatment the Commission gives to the Hocharian 

and Santamarina cases (discussed below), Mr. Elmore (Exhibit 6) suggests 

that we may wish to consider a legislative statement that the dismissal 

provisions are intended as a codification and clarification of existing 

law. Consideration of such a statement at this point is premature, 

however. 

§ 583.150. Transitional provisions 

Mr. Elmore suggests (Exhibit 6) that we seek enactment of the new 

statute as soon as possible but that the operative date of the statute 

be deferred for a year--"the subject matter has such broad day to day 

significance that there should be opportunity for amendments and revi

sion by the Legislature." The staff disagrees; there is plenty of 

opportunity for amendment and revision in the legislative process as the 

bill makes its way through, and the changes in the law are not so sub

stantial or complex that a delay in the operative date would be necessary. 

Mr. Elmore also notes that a "grace period" for dismissal at the 

time the new statute goes into effect might be useful. However, he 

recommends consideration of this matter be deferred until the Commission's 

substantive proposals are finalized. 

§ 583.210. Time for service and return 

Subdivision (a) of Section 583.210 notes that for purposes of the 

provision requiring service of summons within three years after the 

action is commenced, an action is deemed to commence at the time the 

complaint is filed. Mr. Arnold points out that Code of Civil Procedure 

Section 411.10 already provides that a civil action is commenced by 

filing a complaint with the court. However, some such language is 

necessary here because it is necessary to specify the time an action 

is commenced by cross-complaint, which is currently accomplished through 

this provision plus definitions. The staff will delete the general 

statement only if we are able to develop other satisfactory language to 

take care of cross-complaints. 
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11r. Elmore (Exhibit 6) offers some technical language relating 

to the "general appearance" in subdivision (b), which we will adopt. 

§ 583.230. Computation of time 

Notwithstanding the general rule that summons must be served within 

three years after commencement of the action, Section 583.230 provides 

an excuse if service was "impossible, impracticable, or futile." This 

provision is based on case law allowing an excuse because of circumstances 

beyond the plaintiff's control. 

Our consultant Mr. Elmore (Exhibit 1) has called our attention to a 

recent Supreme Court case, Hocharian ~ Superior Court, 28 Cal.3d 714, 

170 Cal. Rptr. 790, 621 P.2d 829 (1981), which elaborates the operation 

of the "impossible, impracticable, or futile" excuse. Mr. Arnold also 

notes the case. A copy of the case is attached as Exhibit 5. 

The Hocharian case rejects objective impossibility as the basis for 

the excuse and substitutes a test based on the plaintiff's conduct. The 

three-year service period must be complied with unless the plaintiff 

shows that the plaintiff exercised reasonable diligence, i.e., that the 

delay was not due to the plaintiff's own unreasonable conduct. If the 

plaintiff sustains this burden of proof, the court must then balance the 

harm to the plaintiff of dismissal against the prejudice to the defendant 

caused by the delay if the lawsuit is allowed to go forward. Dismissal 

is in the discretion of the court, tempered with the strong public 

policy that litigation be disposed of on the merits. 

The Commission should decide whether to accept or reject the 

Hocharian test for excusing complicance with the three-year service 

requirement. The staff is not sure that in fact the new test of reason

able diligence by the plaintiff will yield any different results in 

practice. However, the test is indicative of a judicial attitude toward 

liberality in allowing excuses, which is consistent with the Commission's 

general philosophy of modest liberalization in the dismissal recommendation. 

Mr. Elmore (Exhibit 6) believes that the guidelines for application 

of the "impossible, impracticable, or futile" excuse outlined in Hocharian 

should not be codified. He points out that the Legislature has in the 

past enacted general rather than detailed directions for the courts in 

this area. "To codify the Hocharian decision would tend to tie the 

hands of courts in other and potentially different cases." He suggests 
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that the statute simply provide that the court, in its discretion, may 

make "a reasonable allowance" for the time during which service of 

process was impossible, impracticable, or futile. The statute or 

Comment would then give guidance as to the exercise of discretion, 

depending on the policy of liberality or strictness adopted by the 

Commission. Mr. Elmore's view is that the exercise of discretion should 

take into consideration, among other matters, the time when the delay 

occurred in comparison to the time remaining under the statute, whether 

impossibility was due in part to causes within or beyond the control of 

the plaintiff, the probable prejudice to the plaintiff and the defendant 

from allowing the exclusion, and whether the cause of action or claim 

for relief asserted by the plaintiff against the particular defendant 

has apparent merit. 

§ 583.240. Handatory dismissal 

Under Hocharian there is a presumption for dismissal of an action 

if service and return are not made within three years, which the plain

tiff can rebut by sustaining the burden of showing that service within 

the three-year period was impossible, impracticable, or futile. Hr. 

Elmore (Exhibit 6) offers some statutory language to implement this 

procedure; his suggested rough draft is: 

The court, in the interests of justice, and upon such terms as 
may be just, may permit or recognize service or return made not 
later than (60) (90) days after the time for service and return 
would otherwise expire. The burden shall be upon the plaintiff to 
request and show good cause for such relief either in opposition to 
a motion to dismisss or, if none is pending, by plaintiff's motion 
for relief pursuant to this subdivision filed not later than 120 
days after the time for service and return would otherwise expire. 
Written notice of plaintiff's motion shall be served upon the 
defendant or his attorney in such manner as the court may direct 
or, if the court does not fix the manner of notice, by first class 
mail addressed to defendant at his last known address or, if the 
defendant has appeared specially by an attorney or is represented 
by an attorney for other purposes in the action, addressed to the 
attorney of record, or by personal service upon the defendant or 
such attorney. In ruling on the matter, the court shall consider 
all relevant factors and, where appropriate, may assess costs, as a 
condition of permitting such late service or return. 

The two significant features of this draft are that it would place a 

limit on the time within which late service would be permitted and that 

it would permit an award of costs as a condition of permitting late 

service. 
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§ 583.310. Time (or trial 

Michael Zweig and Richard Keatinge (Exhibit 3} raise an issue not 

dealt with in the tentative recommendation or in existing case law but 

that should be dealt with. Under Section 1048 of the Code of Civil 

Procedure a court may order a bifurcation, or separate trial of causes 

of action or issues; under Section 598 a court may order separate trial 

of issues in a case. For example, under Section 598 in a malpractice 

case there may be first a trial on liability and sometime later a trial 

on damages. 

If an issue or cause is bifurcated and brought to trial within the 

five-year period, does this excuse diligence in bringing the remaining 

issues or causes to trial? Zweig & Keatinge suggest that the statute 

make clear that the remaining issues or causes must be diligently 

prosecuted. They state: 

Either of the above proposed alternatives would have a variety 
of beneficial effects: 

a. Plaintiffs and defendants alike would know what the limita
tion is on the duration of a bifurcated case. 

b. The plaintiff would be compelled by statute to bring his 
entire case to trial, not just a bifurcated portion of it, within a 
specified period of time or face the consequence of mandatory 
dismissal. 

c. Defendants would not have to endure litagation for an 
indefinite period of time and would be able to force, after a 
specified period of time, a termination of the dispute either by 
trial or by mandatory dismissal. 

d. The Superior Courts would be encouraged to use the device 
of bifurcation without fear of partly adjudicated cases lingering 
on in the courts for very long periods of time. 

e. All attorneys would be placed on notice that all cases, 
including bifurcated cases, must be prosecuted diligently. 

The Zweig & Keatinge proposal could be effectuated by the following 

language, if the Commission decides this approach to the problem they 

raise is sound: 

§ 583.305. "Brought to trial" defined 

583.305. For tbe purposes of this article, if the court 
orders separate trial of a cause of action or issue, the action is 
brought to trial when the trial of the last cause or issue to be 
tri.ed in the action is actually commenced. 

Comment. Section 583.305 recognizes the situation where a 
cause of action or issue is bifurcated for trial pursuant to Section 
1048 or 598. In such a situation the plaintiff must proceed dili
gently as to all causes and issues, but the statutory period during 
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which all must be brought to trial is tolled during the trial of 
the bifurcated cause of action or issue. See Section 583.340(d) 
(computation of time). 

§ 583.340. Computation of time 

583.340. In computing the time within which an action must be 
brought to trial pursuant to this article, there shall be excluded 
the time during which any of the following conditions existed: 

(d) If the court orders separate trial of a cause of action or 
issue, from actual commencement of the trial of the cause or issue 
until adjudication of the cause or issue. 

Comment. Subdivision (d) is new. It ensures that in a bifur
cated trial pursuant to Section 1048 or 598 the action will not be 
dismissed pursuant to this chapter because of time consumed in the 
trial of the bifurcated cause or issue. See Section 583.305 
("brought to trial" defined). 

The Commission's consultant Mr. Elmore is strongly opposed to this 

solution to the Zweig & Keatinge problem, or for that matter any treat

ment of the problem, for the following reasons: 

(1) Bifurcated trials should be handled in the same manner as 

"partial trial" cases under existing law. See, e.g .• Rose v. Boydston, 

122 Cal. App.3d 92 (1981); Mercantile Inv. Co. v. Superior Court, 218 

Cal. 770 (1933). 

(2) This is a complex subject, not a single manageable subject. 

(3) Bifurcation may be on motion of the defendant. 

(4) Law on cross-complaints would need to be re-examined. 

(5) In depth study is necessary. 

(6) Outside scope of existing revision. 

(7) Time available to plaintiffs and cross-complainants would be 

materially shortened. 

"Brought to trial" def ined 

A recurring question in the dismissal cases is when is an action 

deemed to be "brought to trial" for purposes of satisfying the statutes? 

The law seems to be that an action is brought to trial when a jury has 

been selected and sworn or in a nonjury case when a witness has been 

sworn and examination begun. This has led to the practice, when the 

five-year period has almost expired, of impanelling a jury or swearing 

in a witness and then continuing the trial until some later time. The 

case of Hartman ~ Santamarina, presently before the California Supreme 
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Court, involved such a procedure. In that case a jury was impanelled, 

the case continued, and the jury discharged; the trial court dismissed 

the action; in the vacated Court of Appeal decision the majority upheld 

the trial court, referring to the procedure as a "charade" and stating 

that a trial must advance the resolution of the issues in the case; the 

Supreme Court granted a hearing, although there are other significant 

issues in the case the court is interested in (see discussion below 

under Section 583.340). 

The staff believes it would be useful in order to minimize litiga

tion to define by statute when an action is "brought to trial". For 

this purpose the language of Section 581 (plaintiff may dismiss at any 

time before "actual commencement of trial") may be useful: "A trial 

shall be deemed to be actually commenced at the beginning of the opening 

statement of the plaintiff or his counsel, and if there shall be no 

opening statement, then at the time of the administering of the oath or 

affirmation to the first witness, or the introduction of any evidence." 

One virtue of such a provision is that it is generally consistent with 

existing case law on when an action is brought to trial for purposes of 

the dismissal statutes. 

Mr. Elmore (Exhibit 6) opposes such a provision "unless a defini

tion can be found that will meet with almost universal acceptance." 

He believes any definition will simply generate more litigation and more 

technical dismissals. He also believes the proposed language is incon

sistent with existing case law and will be a trap for the unwary. In 

any event, he suggests we await the decision of the Supreme Court in 

Santamarina before acting on this matter. 

§ 583.340. Computation of time 

Under existing law the five-year period within which an action must 

be brought to trial may be tolled during periods when it would have been 

impossible, impracticable, or futile to bring the action to trial. 

However, if impossibility, inpracticability, or futility ended suffici

ently long before expiration of the statutory period so thst the plain

tiff still had a "reasonable time" to get the case to trial, the tolling 

rule doesn't apply. 

The Commission's tentative recommendation liberalizes these rules 

for plaintiffs. In making a determination of impossibility, impractica

bility, or futility, the court is required to make a reasonable allowance 
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for delar caused by "spectal circumstancea that hinde;t;ed the pl<\intiff." 

In addition, the tolling period is absolute, with the time during which 

any impossibility, etc., occurred being added to the five-year period. 

Justice Kingsley (Exhibit 21 points out that the proposed rules on 

tolling do not conform to existing law. lie is correct and one possible 

approach is to point out the change in the law in the Comment: 

Under subdivision (c) the time within which an action must be 
brought to trial is tolled for the period of impossibility, imprac
ticability, or futility. Thus the time to bring the action to 
trial is extended regardless of the opportunity otherwise available 
to the plaintiff to bring the action to trial. Contrast State of 
California v. Superior Court, 98 Cal. App.3d 643, 159 Cal. Rptr. 
650 (1979); Brown v. Superior Court, 62 Cal. App.3d 197, 132 Cal. 
Rptr. 916 (1976). 

Another possible approach is suggested by Mr. Elmore (Exhibit 6), which 

is to revise the statute to be more in conformity with case law. lie 

would reinstate the existing statutory exclusion of the time when "the 

defendant was not amenable to the process of the court" and also would 

provide simply that the court may, in its discretion, make a reasonable 

allowance for the time when bringing the action to trial was impossible, 

impracticable, or futile. 

tlr. Zweig and 11r. Keatinge (Exhibit 3) object to relaxation of the 

manda tory dismissal requirement. "If anything, the exceptions to the 

five year period should be more restricted." They point out that five 

years is a long time for the defendant to be subjected to litigation and 

there may be additional time on appeal, with large costs of defense. 

They believe that a strong five-year statute, with very few exceptions, 

is necessary to ensure diligent prosecution by plaintiffs. Otherwise 

cases drag on and attorneys do not feel pressure to attend to the cases; 

attorneys believe it will be easier to persuade a judge to allow a trial 

on the merits than to dismiss the action, even if they have been dilatory. 

"It is therefore quite important for attorneys to know they must prosecute 

their cases diligently at all stages, or risk dismissal." 

In this connection Mr. Elmore (Exhibit 1) points out that currently 

pending before the California Supreme Court is the case of liartruan v. 

Santamarina, which involves the issue of application of the impossibility, 

impracticability, or futility excuse to the five-year trial dismissal 

statute, and in particular whether court congestion is an excuse. In 
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light of the recent Hocharian decision on the three-year service dismissal 

statute, we can speculate that the Supreme Court may further liberalize 

the excuse along "reaf\onable diligence" lines. The staff believes the 

Commission should delay submif\sion of a recommendation to the Legif\lature 

until we have had an opportunity to study and react to the decision in 

Santamarina. 

§ 583.350. Mandatory dismissal 

Mr. Elmore (Exhibit 6) suggests that additional procedure concern

ing the operation of the impossible, impracticable, and futile exclusions 

from the five-year mandatory trial statute would be useful. ~rr. Elmore 

emphasizes that this suggestion is tentative and may need revision in 

light o~ the Supreme Court decision in Santamarina: 

The court, in the interests of justice, and upon such terms as 
may be just, may extend the time within which the action must be 
brought to trial for such period of time, not exceeding (one year), 
as may appear appropriate to permit trial on the merits. The 
burden shall be upon plaintiff to show good cause for such extension, 
unless the condition of the court's general civil trial calendar 
has made necessary a continuance date beyond the date fixed by 
subdivision (a). 

It should be noted that this draft would impose a maximum time limit for 

extension of the one-year period and would recognize trial court conges

t ion as an excuse. Mr. Elmore notes that a possible addit ional provision 

could state that the procedural rules apply "only in trial courts desig

nated by the Judicial Council as a trial court having a congested civil 

trial calendar." He does not favor such a limitation as it would be 

difficult to apply. 

An alternative approach that Mr. Elmore believes would permit 

greater responsiveness to practical calendar problems and provide greater 

ease of amendment would be to authorize Judicial Council rules (assuming 

the Judicial Council has the time and inclination to draft and adopt 

rules of this limited nature): 

The court, in the interests of justice, and upon such terms 
as may be just, may extend the time within which the action must 
be brought to trial for a period or aggregate periodf\ not more than 
(one year) (180 days). . The procedure for, and criteria to be con
sidered in determining, an application for extension of time pursuant 
to this subdivision shall be 10 accordance·with rules of the 
Judicial Council. The authority granted by this subdivision shall 
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not apply to an application for extension made after December 31, 
(1987) except as may otherwise be provided by a statute chaptered 
on or before December 31, 1987. 

§ 583.420. Time for discretionary dismissal 

The tentative recommendation permits discretionary dismissal for 

failure to bring the case to trial within three years after the action 

is commenced; existing law permits discretionary dismissal after two 

years. Mr. Zweig and Mr. Keatinge (Exhibit 3) comment that this change 

is welcomed. "Given the length of discovery and the court congestion at 

present, the two year limit was no longer effective." 

Mr. Elmore (Exhibit 6), however, believes the time should remain 

two years. The change is "not necessary, taking all courts statewide 

into consideration. Moreover, such an increase suggests a slackened 

pace is appropriate." 

On the other hand, the tentative recommendation continues existing 

law which permits discretionary dismissal if service and return are not 

made within two years after the action is commenced. Mr. Elmore believes 

this could be reduced to 18 months. "This change would stress the need 

for expedition in serving process." 

Mr. Elmore also points out that the discretionary dismissal times 

stated in Section 583.420 are ambiguous in their incorporation by 

reference of other provisions. The staff agrees and will revise the 

section to state the time periods directly, rather than by reference. 

Inherent Power of Court 

Mr. Elmore (Exhibit 6) believes there are a number of problems 

caused by delay that are not dealt with adequately by the statute. For 

example, the statute may not be applicable where the ground is not 

failure to bring the action to trial. See Rose v. Boydston, 122 Cal. 

App.3d 92 (1981). Another problem is unique cases such as will contests. 

See Horney v. Superior Court, 83 Cal. App.2d 262, 188 P.2d 552 (1948). 

Mr. Elmore does not believe the discretionary dismissal provisions are 

adequate to handle these problems. He suggests that the proposed 

provisions on discretionary dismissal be narrowed and a new article on 

inherent power of the court to dismiss for delay be added. The new 

article would take roughly the following form: 
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Article 5. Inherent Authority of Court to Order Dismissal 

§ 583.510. Other cases or circumstances 

583.510. (a) This chapter does not preclude a dismissal for 
lack of prosecution pursuant to inherent authority of the court in 
cases or circumstances not provided for by this chapter. 

(b) In determining a motion or proceeding for dismissalpursu
ant to inherent authority, the court, where appropriate, shall give 
consideration to the procedures and policy stated in this chapter 
and to their adoption, as nearly as may be. 

Comment. Subdivision (a) of Section 583.510 expressly recog
nizes the court's inherent authority to order a dismissal for lack 
of prosecution in cases or matters not controlled by Chapter 1.5. 
It does not undertake to state the grounds for, or circumstances 
under which, the inherent power should be exercised, leaving this 
to future judicial decisions, rules, or statutes. However, subdi
vision (b) suggests the procedures and policy contained in Chapter 
1. 5 may be appropriate for adoption in some "inherent authority" 
proceedings. The reference is by way of guideline only. 

Respectfully submitted, 

Nathaniel Sterling 
Assistant Executive Secretary 
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Memo 81-73 
Exhibi t 1 

GARRETT H. ELMORE 
Attorney At Law 

Study J-600 

340 Lorton Avenue 
Burlingame, California 94010 

(415) 347·5665 

July 25, 1981 

California Law Revision COJ:h"1Jission 
4000 Middlefield Roc.d, Room D-2 
Palo Alto, Ca., 94306 

Att.: biro Sterling 
Re: No, J 600- DisE:issal For Lack Of Prosecution 

Dear sirs: 

This confirms recent conversation that the followinG" recent 
decision of the Californi o Supreme Court will reauire consideration 
?.nd, I believe, a substantiv:e Commission decision, bei"ore Final 
Recommend~tion is adopted: 

COU~T (1981) 28 CAL. 3d 714. 

Briefly, the majo~ity opinion (Bird, C. J.,) states that 
the effect of fail:lre to serve and return sUJn."1Jons within 3 years 
under Sec. 581a is to create a rebutt~ole presumption of non-comp
liance; thP.t the plaintiff must·.'overcame the '.Jresumption by proving 
"reasonable diligence"; t~'lat even if the presunption is overcome, 
the tri2.l court"r.laY" order a dismissal under "balf1ncinc;" guidelines 
ststed in the court's opinion, such as h2.rm to plaintiff frou dis:::issa1 
prejudice to defend2nt from delay, stt.te :;Jolicy favoring tricel on 
meri ts. Certain st,~" ements in court of Clppeol cases at 'w.risnc e 
wi til the new interpret?tion were disapproved. The r.1inori ty opinions 
( Rich8.rdson and C:lrrrk, JJ.,) in effect c::ntend that Sec. 581a ['.nd 
the concept of "impossible, im'jrectic,"l or futile" are bein.q; "re-':.Ti t
ten," The minority would' confine the exceution to "causes bevond the 
control" of the p12.intiff (2no. exclude such factors as "econarcic " 
and "suojective" considerations) • 

The Hoch,,"rian case s:pp e,o red February 5, 1981 as I was comnletin.2 
my Consul t',nt' s RelJort for the Cor:unission. Unfortunately, it did !'lot 
come to the ya-i ter' Ii' avtention until recently (ccfter the Cor:uniss~on 
had met in SsnDiegoj. I apologize for the error. 

It will probably also be necessary to 2.wai t, or allo'll for, the 
expected decision of the California Supreme Court in 

HA.:tTii:AN V. S;\~nAlJA,lUNC (1981) -hearino: ,":7anted in July, 1981" 
after 2 to 1 decision of court of;;. appeal-l18 Cal. A1]:9. 3d 1:57. 

The (clnoffica1) sts.tement of the issues involved lists the 



Calii'oI';'lig Il::-n",' Revision Commission 

folloi'lin,,;: l-whether jury irn1,'cmel::wnt is sufficient as a "trir>.l"j 
2- exclusion of dplay caused by di2(1Ualificrction of two 8.ssi.,Tl1od 
tried jucl,::;es (.cesul ting in an 2.]lp~rently long dela.y in ne'a t:r:i::',l 
ds,te); 3- should the five yfmr st".cute b~ 3.pplied if the n18intiff 
makes a showing of "re<J.~ont~:..ble dili,sence. u . + 

It is beli eved the "Amicus" Commi tt ee of the Californi8. 'l'ris.l 
La'NyerG Associ'3.tion h 0 s already appe'lred in supnort of ~l[dntiff 
in t:le H8,rtman Case (note opinion by K2.ufm;:m, J., referring to 
c:.n apP:JTent cn rade). 

The ',Titer does not have the Tentative Recommendation :J.S 
yet. However, from prior drafts, I believe it is necessary taat 
ch.'nses be made in the b'lckground, draft statute and comments to 
reflect ei ther the incor"orc,tion or rej ection of the ms,jori ty opinion 
in the (lg81) Hoch~rian c~se. 

As the matter now stands, nro',osed sections 583.230, 5-53.240 
and 'Jerhs,~s other sections appear to me to be inconsisi;ent ;'··i th 
such decision. It would be unfortunco.te to reject th8.t decision sub 
silentio\:. For that re~son, I believe thp.t substantial further 
work should take place 80t St2ff level for submission to the Co=.is
sion. 

:\1 so , the grantin" of the hearing in July, 19S1) in the 
Htlrtf!l~,n case in~ro,:uces t, e Tc-:el::tinl of a significant ~ni n8','.r 
ini; er~i:retation of the 5 ,illo. 3 ye8.r provisions. It ':,ould ,'eem to 
me that briefs [J,nd i:>formation as to oral rrrgument shoul(l be obtail,ned 
Proposed sections 583.330 2nd 583.340 are likely to be affected. 
Particularly, it iG bf;lieved the wording ,'nd comment should be 
revi ewed, to gU'Jrd 2~";ainst inadvertenci es an'l unintended eifect. 

Two recent cases on estoppel [mo ;"aiver that preclude. 
application of the 5 ye[~r or 3 year statute nI'e: 

i3orglandv. Bombadier, Ltd. (1st !Ji3t., ':Jmith, J.) noted 
in July 18. 1981 issue of The Recorder, see D2.ily Jnl. p~. 2l7l. 
Holder v. Sheet ;'"etal '"orker's lnt,:rn. [,ssn. (4th ::.lL'\t. ';"lner, J. 
noted in July 8, 1981 iSClue o{ Ii!etrop. News, see D:1.j,ly ")'1.' .• p 
2172. 
i'hese decisions (if fili:,l) estn blish 2. strone; policy D,":" inst 

the older "sc;rict" ap';.lication of the statCltory provisions. 

If, f'S Consult ",nt, I 80m expected to do furth'cr work on these 
Dutters, 1)1e 'SG ~~dvise me at YO'J.r ourly c,nvenience. 

i1es;-'ectfulJ.Y,sub ';' .• c\,(1i!., 
J~ _,./ ..... / -;i':' ..,.;..-J ( 

/. ./, ;~~~/,...-:- /' / ;,' / .. __ ._~ - or ;;r-L.~ 

Garrett H. 'Blmore ... 
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STATE OF CAL.IFORUlA 

COURT OF APPEAL 
SECOND D1STRtCT-DIVI51·')N FOUR 

3580 WlLSHIRE BOUL.EVARO 

LOS ANGELES. CALIFORNIA 90010 

August 4, 1981 

California Law Revision, 
4000 Middlefield ]bad, Room D-2, 
Palo Alto, California 94306 

Gentlemen: 

Study J-6110 

The proposed section 583.230 does not conform to 
existing law. The cases hold that the five-year 
statute is applicable if the plaintiff has delayed 
unduly either before or after the "impossible -
impracticable" period. Thus a plaintiff may 
suffer dismissal if he waited too long to seek 
the writ which made trial impractical or too 
long after those proceedings were terminated. 
(See, for example, BreHm v. Su¥erior Court (1976) 
62 Cal.App.3d 197, and State 0 California v. 
Superior Court (1979) 98 Ca1. App. 3d 643.) 

Yours very truly. 
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REAVIS & MCGRATH 

SIXTH FLOOR' BROADWAY PLAZA 

700 SOUTH FLOWER STREET 

Los ANGELES, CALIFORNIA 90017 

August 4, 1981 

California Law Revision Commission 
4000 I>liddlefield Road 
l(oom D-2 
Palo Alto, California 94306 

345 PARK AVENUE 

NEW YORK, 1'>1. Y. 10lS4 

1776 F STREET, N. W. 

WASHINGTON, D. C. 20006 

Re: Comments on "Tentative RecOlmnendation Relating 
to Dismissal for Lack of Prosecution" 

Dear ~~. DeMoulley: 

The "Tentative RecoIUr.lendation Relating to DISMISSAL 
FOR LACK OF PROSECUTION", dated July 16, 1981, was brought to 
my attention lJy Richard Keatinge of this office. I have had 
some interest in the mandatory dismissal statutes due to 
certain issues that have arisen in litigation I am handling. 
After discussing the Tentative Recommendation with 
Mr. Keatiuge, we submit the following corrunents to the 
California Law Revision Corrunission. 

1. The Applicability of "Janda tory Dismissal Statutes to 
Bifurcated Cases. 

Incredibly, there is a dearth of California Law, both 
statutory and case law, pertaining to the applicability of the 
mandatory dismissal statutes to bifurcated or severed cases. 
This gaping hole in the law ought to be addressed. 

The growing problem of court congestion has triggered 
various ripple effects in the Superior Courts. One ripple 
effect has been the increasing use of bifurcation of issues in 
cases. hopefully, the adjudication of bifurcated issues will 
precipitate termination of such cases short of full trials on 
the merits. The authority of the court to bifurcate a portion 
of the case has been long recognized in C.C.f'. § l048(b), and 
has been more recently embellished in C.C.P. § 598. \'/e do not 
know the number of bifurcated cases pending in the Superior 
Courts, but estimate the number has greatly increased recently 
and will continue to increase. 
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Our research indicates no case law either applying or 
refusing to apply the mandatory dismissal statutes of C.C.P. 
§ 583(b) and 583(c) to bifurcated cases that have been partly 
adjudicated. Given the strong public policy that some 
statutory period must apply to a case at all times when the 
case is not in trial, in order to compel a plaintiff to bring 
his case to trial and to limit the duration for which unwilling 
defendants must endure the expense and aggravation of 
litigation, it would seem appropriate that the mandatory 
dismissal statutes apply in some way to bifurcated cases. 

Analysis indicates one of two possible courses for 
the law to take. 

(1) The first alternative is that the severence and 
subsequent adjudication of a portion of a case prior to trial 
on the remaining issues fails to "bring the case to trial" and 
therefore does not satisfy the five year requirement of C.C.P. 
§ 583(b). The plaintiff would still be required to bring the 
remainder of his case to trial-prior to the expiration of five 
years or face dismissal. This has some basis in the case law 
as the standard for determining whether or not a proceeding 
"brings the case to trial" is whether it was a proceeding at 
which final disposition of the case was to be had. King v. 
State 11 Cal.App. 3d 307, 310, 89 Cal.Rptr. 715, 716 (1970). 
The adjudication of a bifurcated issue is generally not such a 
proceeding. Under this analysis, however, plaintiffs should be 
permitted to toll § 583(b) for that period of time when it is 
impracticable to bring the entire case to trial due to the 
bifurcation. In most cases, tolling of the five year statute 
would occur from the time the case is bifurcated to the time 
the bifurcated portion of the case is adjudicated. Once 
adjudication of the bifurcated portion has been made, the 
plaintiff is again free to bring his case to trial on all of 
the issues. 

(2) Alternatively, the adjudication of a bifurcated 
issue would "bring the case to trial" under § 583(b), however, 
once the bifurcated portion is adjudicated, a three year period 
of time would commence to run to bring the remainder of the 
case to trial pursuant to § 583(c). We have noted very little 
case law under § 583(c). In the few cases decided, the courts 
have broadened the scope and applicability of § 583(c) to reach 
beyond the literal reading of the statute. See ~1cDonough Power 
Equipment Company v. Superior Court of Los Angeles County, 8 
Cal. 3d 527, 531, 105 Cal.Rptr. 330, 332 (1972) (three year 
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statute applies even though no previous full trial on the 
merits and even though no specific new trial order has been 
made); Briley v. Sukoff, 98 Cal.],pp. 3d 405, 159 Cal.f:ptr. 452, 
455-456 (1979) (three year statute applicable even though no 
express order for a new trial made). 

If neither 583(b) nor 583(c) applies to a bifurcated 
case, then there is no statute compelling the plaintiff to 
bring the remaining part of his case to trial. After 
adjudication of the bifurcated part of the case, the litigation 
would be in a procedural limbo. 

Either of the above proposed alternatives would have 
a variety of beneficial effects: 

a. Plaintiffs and defendants alike would know what 
the limitation is on the duration of a bifurcated case. 

b. The plaintiff would be compelled by statute to 
bring his entire case to trial, .not just a bifurcated portion 
of it, within a specified period of time or face the 
consequence of mandatory dismissal. 

c. Defendants would not have to endure litigation 
for an indefinite period of time and would be able to force, 
after a specified period of time, a termination of the dispute 
either by trial or by mandatory dismissal. 

d. . The Superior Courts would be encouraged to use 
the device of bifurcation without fear of partly adjudicated 
cases lingering on in the courts for very long periods of 
time. 

e. All attorneys would be placed on notice that all 
cases, including bifurcated cases, must be prosecuted 
diligently. 

Please consider the following two rough drafts as 
alternative proposals: 

(1) Section 583 (b) [583.311 J • An action \"hich has 
been bifurcated pursuant to C.C.P. § 1048 or § 598 is only 
"brought to trial" pursuant to section 583(b) [583.310J 
when the trial of the entire action is commenced against 
the defendant. 
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Section 583.340(d) [Computation of Time]. In a 
bifurcated action, the time from the court order issuing 
the bifurcation until the court order adjudicating the 
bifurcated portion of the action. 

(2) Section 583(c) [583.321J. In an action where a 
portion of the case has been bifurcated pursuant to 
C.C.P. § 1048 or § 598 and adjudication of the bifurcated 
portion has been completed, the plaintiff shall have three 
years from the date of that adjudication to bring the 
remainder of the case to trial against the defendant. 

II. Other Comments 

A. Section 583{a) 

Your proposed change altering the time period for 
discretionery dismissal from two years to three years is 
welcomed. Given the length of discovery and the court 
congestion at present, the two ,year limit was no longer 
effective. 

B. Section 583(b) [Proposed Section 583.230] 

The well intended provisions relaxing the mandatory 
dismissal statute of 583(b) by easing the constraints on 
tolling the statute will have, in our view, a deleterious 
effect. If anything, the exceptions to the five year period 
should be more restricted. Five years is a very long time for 
a defendant to be dragged through litigation. The same 
defendant may very well spend another two years or so on 
appeal. The costs of defense are enormous. The effect of a 
strong five year statute, with very few exceptions, places 
enough pressure on the plaintiff to ensure that the litigation 
is prosecuted diligently. Absent such pressure, cases tend to 
drag on. If the standards for tOlling the statute are relaxed, 
plaintiffs' attorneys will feel more at ease leaving their 
cases untended to. They will be more confident they can 
persuade a judge to allow the case to go to trial on the merits 
by tolling the statute, rather than dismiss the action, even if 
they have been dilatory. It is therefore quite important for 
attorneys to know they must prosecute their cases diligently at 
all stages. or risk dismissal. 
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Thank you for considering the above recommendations. 
If you need further input with regard to the mandatory 
dismissal statutes, particularly with regard to the hole in the 
law with respect to bifurcated cases, please feel free to 
contact me. 

Very truly yours, 

~/{~, ' 
Michael K. Zwei 

MKZ/pr 
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KENNETH JAM~ ARNOLD 
ATI'ORNBY AT LAW 

369 Harvard Street 
San Francisco, California 94134 

California Law Revision Commission 
4000 Middlefield Road, Room D-2 
Palo Alto, CA 94306 

Study J-600 

September 29, 1981 

Re: J-600, Tentative Recommendation relating to Dismissal for 
Lack of Prosecution 

Dear Mr. DeMoully: 

First, thank you for allowing me the opportunity to comment 
on your tentative recommendation. Secondly, 1 am very much 
in favor of codification of the case lal'1 dealing with CCP §§ 
58la and 583. Thirdly, while 1 have read the proposed §§ 
583.240-583.430, lack of time prevents my submitting any com
ments on them. MY comments, 'such as'they are, are directed to 
CCP §§ 581 and 583.110-583.230. Too, 1 apologize for the dis
jointed manner in which my thoughts are presented'below but 
hope that, in spite of their lack of organization, they will 
be of some benefit. 

General Comments 

1. 1 find it refreshing that the commission is updating 
lan?ua~e wherever possible. But why not change all "upon's" 
to 'on s" (the appellate courts more and more are doing so) 
and-get rid-of the thereon's (why nott'on~t); thereof's (why 
not, of it), therein's (why not, in~t), etc., as well as of the 
such's and said's. 

2. Regarding use of "shall" in the proposed sections, it 
is important to keep in mind that while most of the Codes and 
the California Rules of Court contain provisions defining "shall" 
for the purposes of the specific code or for a specific group of 
court rules as mandatory and "may" as permissive, no such defini
tional sections are included in any of the standard codes (Civil 
Code, Code of Civil Procedure, Probate Code, and Penal Code), 
nor should they be. (1 sometimes have the feeling that drafters 
of legislation believe that "shall" is automatically mandatory 
regardless of the absence of a definitional code section; witness 
for example the Legislature's sporadic amendment of the various 
Penal Code sections to change 'must" which waS used advisedly by 
the original drafters to "Shall" which is not defined in the code.) 
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The meaning to be given "shall" in substantially all code sections 
in ,yhich it's been used where there is no definitional provision 
has had to be" litigated for a court adjudication as to whether it 
waS directory, mandatory, or something else, and this is true of 
CCP §§ 58la and 583. In vie", of this, I would suggest that in 
your definit iona 1 sect ion you inc lude a provision defining "sha II" 
and ''may'' (if it should be used) for the purposes of the chapter 
as being mandatory and permissive, respectively. 

3. One of the nagging problems I've experienced with legisla
tion over the past several years is the disquieting amount of 
duplication. I sometimes feel that each time a group of sections 
is amended or enacted the author believes he has to start from 
scratch (it's the only reason I can think of for ignoring the 
other provisions of the same code) or that particular amendments 
to often the wrong statute are sought because the sponsor wasn't 
able to locate the correct statute (witness the 1981 amendment to 
CCP § 1005, the notice statute, which, apart from changing the 
time of notice from 10 to 15 days, in effect duplicates the pro
visions of CCP § 1010, the general statute setting forth the papers 
that must accompany a notice of motion). The duplication is an
noying, it is unnecessary, and it is inevitably costly to the 
legal profession (law books are supplemented and revised to reflect 
all these changes even when unnecessary; the cost is ~rodigious 
and is passed along to the customer). The commission s proposed 
statutes do the same thing. For example, in § 583.2l0(a) it is 
stated: "For purposes of this subdivision an action~s commenced 
at the time the complaint is" filed." T,'hat is so un~que about the 
word commencement as used in the section that a special provision 
defining it is required? How does commencement under 583.2l0(a) 
differ from commencement under CCP § 411;10, the general statute 
applying to all civil actions? Moreover, both sections (assuming 
the commission's is enacted) are in Part ~yo of the Code which is 
entitled "Civil Actions." If it is felt that something must be 
said, I would suggest that only a cross reference to §4ll.l0 be 
included. 

4. As an aside, I might point out that the" term "cause of 
action" when applied to civil actions is correct, but when applied 
to special proceedings, the application is, to say the least, 
strained and has caused much confusion in terminology. The concept 
of a cause of action has clear meaning vis-a-vis the demurrer 
statute [CCP § 430.10], for example, and the statutes of limitation, 
all of ,yhich are contained in Part TI"o of the Code. But since many 
of the provisions of Part Two are incorporated by statute into 
various special proceedings, the unfortunate result has been a 
breakdolYn in the understanding of the dis~inction, and the differences 
between them are many. Confusion has been the result on the part of 
nearly everyone. The appellate courts fre~uently refer to the 
special proceeding in unla~)ful detainer as an "action" and the 
Legislature has plopped CCP §§ 415.45 and 415.47, relating to unlaw
ful detainer, smack dmm into the middle of statutes relating to 
civil actions and have them erroneously refer to unlawful detainer 
as an action, and even use the term "a cause of action exists" etc. 

I would suggest that the term "cause of action" be abolished 
and that in its place the term "a cause for relief" or "a cause for 
judici<'l1- relief" ,.]hich properly cover both civil" actions and special 
proceedLngs be adopted ~n ~ts place. After all, it is judicial 



relief that is being sought by the particular action or special 
proceedingS (both of which, of course, are judicial re~ed~~~ 
[see CCP § 20]. Courts may grant four and only four~1ndS"of 
judicial relief: (1) damages (i.e., ~oney [see CC §3281]), " 
~2) specific relief, which term includes (3) declaratory re~ief, 
and (4) preventive relief. This applies to special proceed1ngs 
as well as to civil actions. [See, generally, my discussion in 
Arnold, "Commencing Civil Actions in California," Chapter Two, 
published by Matthew Bender & Co.]). 

Specific Com~ents 

1. § 581(b). In line 2, I would suggest changin?; "subdivisions 
(a) and (5) II to "subdivision (a) and this subdivision. ' 

2. §583.lI0. As already stated, I would include a definition 
of "shall" and "may." With respect to the definition of "action," 
how is it intended that an action as used in these provisions 
differ from an action as defined in CCP §22? Too since the statute 
introduces the term "claim for affirmative relief l, the term should 
be defined. Does the definition"mean an action is a cause of action 
or any part of a cause of action; or a particular form of relief 
(one might, as already indicated, in the Same complaint sue for 
damages, specific relief, declaratory relief, and injunctive relief 
alternatively or conjunctively on the same set of facts), or is 
the phrase "claim for affirmative relief" intended to refer to a 
cross complaint or to a special proceeding, or does the term mean 
all of these or some combination of them? The proDlem" is not clar
ified by defining complaint to include cross complaint, petition" (why, 
why, why?), etc., defendant to include a respondent (again why?), 
or plaintiff to include petitioner (again, why?). If the"commission 
intends by this definition to include special p,roceedings, why not 
say so in a separate provision - for example, ~his chapter applies 
to special proceedings [Cep §23] as well as to civl actions (CCP § 
22]" or a variariTas is done in numerous code sections throughout 
Part TtNO of the Code of Civil Procedure? (The term "affirmative 
relief" does appear in several code sections, notably with respect 
to a cross complaint.) But c~~pare § 583.120(a) (which is unnecessary 
anyway since~the statutes governing the special proceeding incorporate 
the proviSions of Part Two, incorporate exists). 

3. § 583.120. I've com~ented on subdivision (a), above. Re 
subdivision (b), I would recommend that it be deleted. This reverse 
kind of incorporation is bound to result in excessive litigation 
for a court's determination as to whether a given proceeding "is 
in the nature of a civil action" [\'lhatever that means] "and is 
adversary in character" [how could it be in the nature ora civil 
action and not be adversary?]. tJhy not leave it to the statutes 
governing the particular special proceeding to determine whether 
the sections are to be incorporated? The problem is compounded 
by adding to subdivision (b) "except to the extent the special 
proceeding provides a different rule" and "or the application 
would be inappropriate" [inappropriate in ,,,hat way?" I don't see 
this-kind of imprecise language as a clarification of existing 
law], since it will require an express provision in the statutes 
governing the special proceeding to the effect that these sections 
are not to apply (if that is the legislative intent) or if there is 



no such statute and no incorporating statute, another appellate 
case ,~ill be required to determine whether the "application" of 
these statutes '\o.'Ou1d be inappropriate" or aporopriat e. If 
"inappropriate" is used to mean simply inconsistent with the 
statutes governing the special proceeding, why not say so in those 
words as is done in numerous of the statutes of the CCP governing 
special proceedings and incorporating the provisions of Part Two 
of the code. 

4. § 583.120. I've already commented on subdivision (a). Re 
subdivision (5), query: Does it (as well as §§ 583.220 and 583.230) 
comply with the Supreme Court's opinion in Hocharian v. Superior Court 
(1981) 28 C3d 741, 170 CR 790, 621 p2d 829 which disapproved several 
prior cases, to"wit: Crown Coach Corp. v SUperior Court (1972) 8 C3d 
540, 105 CR"339, 503 p2d 1347; Ippolito v MUnicipal Court (1977) " 
67 CA3d 682, 136 CR 795; Hunot v Superior Court (1976) 55 CA3d 660, 
127 CR 703; l,Tatson v Superior Court (1972) 24 CA3d 53, 100 CR 684; 
and Highlands Inn; Inc. v Gurries (1969) 276 CA2d694, 81 CR 273. 

MOreover, how can a party move to dismiss for failure to 
return sum~ons and at the Same time move to set aside a default 
iudgment? Or put another way, can a default judgment be entered 
before a return of" service (or a genera1"appearance) is made [see 
CCP §585 requiring, for"entry of default, "proof of the service 
of sU!ll'YIons" (subd. (a), "if the defendant has been served" (subd. 
(b), and "the service ,"as by publication" (subd. (c»]. CCP § 585 
is normally complied with by the proof of service which is filed and 
becomes part of the judgment roll [see CCP § 670]. (A failure to 
include the proof of service in the judgment roll would render the 
judgment void on its face subject to direct or collateral attack 
at any time - a dead limb on the judicial tree - if defendant nade 
no general appearance.) In addit10n, CCP § 417.30(a) expressly 
requires that "After a summons has been served on a person, the 
summons must be returned together with proof of service as provided 
in Section 417.10 or 417.20, unless the defendant has previously 
made a general appearance." 

Unfortunately for me, I must get on to other things, so will 
have to terminate this if I'm to get it in the mail on time. Again, 
I appreciate the opportunity to review the proposed legislation. 

Very truly yours, 

Kenneth James Arnold 
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714 [[OCHARII\" V. SLPERIOR COlRT 

2:wi C.ll.ld 714: 170 Cal.Rptr. 71)0, 621 P.2d !529 

{L.A. No. 31309. Jan. 19, 1981.] 

SEROB HOC HARlAN, Petitioner, v. 
THE SUPERIOR COURT OF LOS ANGELES COUNTY, 
Respondent; 
SONYA PEREZ, Real Party in Interest. 

SUMMARY 

Defendant service station owner, who was served with a summons as 
Doe VI in a third party cause of action arising out of an automobile ac
cident some nine weeks after the expiration of the three-year summons 
service period provided for in Code Civ. Pree., § 581 a, petitioned the 
Supreme Court for a writ of mandate after the trial court denied his 
motion to dismiss. Plaintiff, who was driving her employer's leased car 
at the time of the accident, whiCh was allegedly caused by faulty 
brakes, first learned that defendant had once checked the brakes when 
one of her fellow employees was deposed by another defendant after the 
three-year period had expired. Although plaintiff's employer, who had 
intervened in the suit and who allegedly cooperated with plaintiff in its 
prosecution, was apparently aWare of this information for several years, 
it never informed plaintiff of the service station owner's potential 
liability. . 

The Supreme Court issued a peremptory writ of mandate compelling 
the trial court to hold a hearing on the issue of whether plaintiff had 
acted with reasonable diligence in prosecuting her case. The court held 
that Code Civ. Pree., § 581a, operates as a rebuttable presumption that 
plaintiff failed to use reasonable diligence and that such presumption 
may be overcome by plaintiff, who bears the burden of proving that he 
falls within an implied exception to § 581a. Further, in applying the im
plied exceptions of impossibility, impracticability and futility, the court 
held that the primary concern must be whether or not unreasonable 
conduct by plaintiff gave rise to the noncompliance and that the par
ticular factual context or cause of the noncompliance with the statute 
should not be determinative. However, the court also held that preju-

[Jan. 1981] 
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dice to defendant mus): at least be considered by the trial court, even if 
a plaintiff demonstrates reasonable diligence. (Opinion by Bird, C. J., 
with Tobriner, Mosk and Newman, JJ., concurring. Separate dissenting 
opinion by Richardson, J., with Clark, J., concurring. Separate dissent
ing opinion by Clark, J.) 

HEADNOTES 

Classified to California Digest of Official Reports. 3d Series 

(1) Dismissal and Nonsuit § IS-Involuntary Dismissal-Delay in Ser
vice. Return or Entry of Judgment (Code Civ. Proc., § S8Ia) 
-Mandatory Dismissal-Jurisdictional Nature of Statute. -Al
though Code Civ. ·Proc., § 581a, under which a summons on a 
complaint must be served and return made within three years after 
an action is filed, can be termed mandatory in the sense that a tri
al court must dismiss if the plaintiff fails to prove reasonable 
diligence in attempting to serve and return summons, it is not 
jurisdictional. 

(2a, 2b) Dismissal and Nonsuit § 19-Involuntary Dismissal-Delay in 
Service, Return, or Entry of Judgment (Code av. Proc., § S81a)
Discretionary Dismissal-Reasonableness of Plaintill's Conduct.
In applying the implied exceptions of impossibility, impracticability 
and futility to the mandatory dismissal provision of Code Civ. 
Proc., § 58 la, to a given factual situation, the critical question is 
whether a plaintiff used reasonable diligence in prosecuting his or 
her case. The particular factual context or cause of the noncom
pliance with the statute should not be determinative; rather, the 
primary concern must be whether or not unreasonable conduct by 
plaintiff gave rise to the noncompliance. Thus,' in a third party 
cause of action arising when plaintiff, who was driving a car leased 
by her employer, was injured in an automobile accident allegedly 
caused by faulty brakes and in which a service station operator 
who had 011 one occasion checked the brakes on the car at issue 
was served with a summons as Doe VI some nine weeks after the 
expiration of the three-year summons service period provided for in 
Code Civ. Proc., § 581 a, the trial court erred in denying such de
fendant's motion to dismiss without any factual finding as to the 
nature of plaintiff's conduct pursuant to a hearing on the issue of 
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reasonable diligence. Although plaintiff first learned of defendant's 
identity in a deposition of one of her fellow employees which took 
place after the threl!-year period had expired and although plaintiff 
alleged that she and her employer, who had intervened in the suit, 
cooperated with each other in its prosecution, the record was inad
equate to allow a determination whether, under the circumstances, 
it was reasonable to expect plaintiff to have deposed such employee 
or other employees with knowledge of defendant's potential in
volvement at an earlier date. (Disapproving, to the extent that they 
are inconsistent, Crown Coach Corp. v. Superior Court (1972) 8 
Ca1.3d 540 [105 Cal.Rptr. 339, 503 P.2d 13471, Ippolito v. Mu
nicipal Court (1977) 67 Cal.App.3d 682 [136 Cal. Rptr. 795], 
Hunot v. Superior Court (I976) 55 Cal.App.3d 660 [127 Cal. 
Rptr. 703], Watson v. Superior Court (1972) 24 Cal.App.3d 53 
[100 Cal.Rptr. 6841, and Highlands Inn, Inc. v. Gurries (1969) 
276 Cal.App.2d 694 [81 Cal.Rptr. 273].) 

(3) Dismissal and Nonsuit § 19-Involuntary Dismissal-Delay in Ser
vice, Return, or Entry of Judgment (Code Civ. Proc., § 58b) 
-Discretionary Dismissal-Rebuttable Presumption That Plaintiff 
Failed to Use Reasonable Diligence.-Code Civ. Proc., § 581a, 
which sets forth a three-year period for the service and return of a 
summons on a complaint and which must be cOmplied with unless 
plaintiff shows that a greater-than-three-year delay was not due to 
his or her unreasonable conduct, operates as a rebuttable presump
tion that plaintiff failed to. use reasonable diligence. Such 
presumption may be overcome by plaintiff, who bears the burden 
of proving that he falls within an implied exception to § 581a. 

[See Cal.Jur.3d, Actions, § 250; Am.Jur.2d, Dismissal, Discon
tinuance, and Nonsuit, § 60. J 

(4) Dismissal and Nonsuit § 23-Involuntary Dismissal-Delay in 
Bringing Action to Trial (Code Civ. Proc., § 583)-Application and 
Coustruction of Statutes.-Under Code Civ. Proc., § 583 (discre
tionary dismissals), the trial court may consider a myriad of facts 
not limited to the reasonableness of the plaintiff's conduct, and the 
burden is on the defendant to show that dismissal is warranted. 

(S) Dismissal and Nonsuit § 19-Involulltary Dismissal-Delay in Sel
dee, Return. or Entry of Judgment (Code Civ. Proc., § 581a) 
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-Discretionary Dismissal~Prejudice to Defendant.-A trial court 
must at least consider the issue of prejudice to defendant in decid
ing whether or not to dismiss a suit in which a delay in serving the 
summons has exceeded the three-year statutory limit (Code Civ. 
Proc" § 581a), even though plaintiff has demonstrated reasonable 
diligence at every stage of the lawsuit, The decision whether or not 
to dismiss must be based on a balancing of the harm to plaintiff if 
the motion is granted against the prejudice to defendant if he is 
forced to defend the suit. 

COUNSEL 

James F. Callopy, Charles W. Pearce and Callopy, Salomone, McNeil 
& Landres for Petitioner. 

No appearance for Respondent. 

Bledstein & Lauber and Leslie Ellen Shear for Real Party in Interest. 

OPINION 

BIRD, C. J.-This court must decide what criteria govern operation of 
the mandatory dismissal provision of Code of Civil Procedure section 
581a, under which a summons on a complaint must be served and re
turn made within three years after an action is filed, in view of the 
implied exceptions to the statute as recognized in Wyoming Pacific Oil 
Co, v, Preston (1958) 50 Ca1.2d 736 [329 P.2d 489]. 

I. 

A third party cause of action was filed against General Motors Cor
poration, Paramount Chemical Corporation, Harold Beasley, dba Arco 
Service Station, and Does I through XXX on August 30, 1976. The 
complaint alleged that real party in interest (hereinafter plaintiff), So
nya Perez, was injured. in an automobile accident in Whittier, 
California on September 3, 1975, while driving an automobile which 
Was leased by her employer, Georgia-Pa~;fic Corporation, The accident 
was alleged to have been caused by faulty brakes. Georgia-Pacific sub
sequently intervened in the lawsuit and sought recovery of sums paid to 
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Ms. Perez as a result of a workers' compensation claim arising out of 
the accident. Plaintiff alleges that she and Georgia-Pacific cooperated 
with each other in the prosecution of the lawsuit, although the particu
lar details of that cooperation are not part of the record before this 
court. 

On September 14, 1979, General Motors took the deposition of 
Robert Ermer, an employee of Georgia-Pacific who usually drove the 
automobile in which Ms. Perez was injured. He was questioned about 
the maintenance work on the car and testified that defendant Beasley 
usually serviced the car but that on one occasion the brakes were 
checked by petitioner, Serob Hocharian, a Texaco service station owner. 
Hocharian was deposed in October of 1979 and he was serv.ed with a 
summons as Doe VI on November 5, 1979. This was some nine weeks 
after the expiration of the three-year summons service period provided 
for in Code of Civil Procedure section 581 a, t 

There is no question that plaintiff had no knowledge of Hocharian or 
his possible involvement until the Ermer deposition in September of 
1979. Georgia-Pacific was apparently aware of this information in early 
November of 1975 when it contacted Hocharian and his insurance com
pany seeking to recover for damages to the car. However, Georgia
Pacific never informed Ms. Perez about the potential liability of 
Hocharian. I 

After receipt of the summons, Hocharian moved to dismiss the action 
against him because section 581a, subdivision (a), had not' been com
plied with. Plaintiff countered that there was an implied exception to 
this section, citing Wyoming Pacific Oil Co. v. Preston, supra, 50 
Ca1.2d 736, 740-741, and arguing that since the failure was due to 
plaintiff's inability to learn of petitioner'S involvement, it was "impossi
ble~ to comply with the statute. The trial court summarily denied 

ISection 58l a, subdivision (a) provides: "No action heretofore or hereafter com· 
menced by ccmplaint shall be further prosecuted, and no further proceedings shall be 
had therein, and all actions heretofore or hereafter commenced shall be dismissed by 
the court in which the'same shall have been commenced. on its own motion? or on the 
motion of any party interested therein. whether named as a party or Inot. unless the 
summons on the complaint is served and return made within three years after the com
mencement of said action. e~cept where the parties have filed a stipulation in writing 
that the time may be extended or the party against whom the action is prosecuted has 
made a general appearance in the action." 

All further references are to the Code of Civil Procedure unless otherwise indicated. 
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Hocharian's motion to dismiss and this petition for writ of mandate 
followed. 

II. 

The Legislature has mandated that a summons on a complaint must 
be served and return made within three years after an action is filed or 
the action must be dismissed. (§ 581a.) In Wyoming Pacific Oil Co. v. 
Pres/on. supra, 50 Cal.2d 736, 741, this court examined several of the 
~implied exceptions" to the ~apparently mandatory" language of section 
583, a statute which imposes a five-year period within which an action 
must be brought to trial. Wyoming Pacific hddthat trial courts have 
discretion to apply a similar set of exceptions to section 581 a. (ld., at 
pp. 740-741.) However, any discretion had to be "'exercised in acc')r
dance with the spirit of the law and with a view of subserving, rather 
than defeating, the ends of substantial justice.'" (ld., at p. 741.) There
after, each case was to be "decided on its own particular facts, and no 
fixed rule [could] be prescribed to guide the court in its exercise of this 
discretionary power under aU circumstances." (1bid.) 

Both sections 581a and 583 impose strict time limits on plaintiffs 
prosecuting lawsuits. In applying these statutes, the courts recognized 
that an inflexible interpretation often led to unfair results. Therefore, 
some courts held that if compliance was impossible for jurisdictional or 
other reasons, noncompliance would be excused. (See generally Rose v. 
Knapp (1951) 38 Cal.2d 114, 117 [237 P.2d 981]; Chris/in v. Superior 
Court (1937) 9 Ca1.2d 526, 530 [71 P.2d 205,112 A.L.R. 1153]; Kin
ard v. Jordan (1917) 175 Cal. 13, 15-16 [164 P. 894]; Es/ate of 

. Morrison (1932)125 CliLApp: 504,5f~511{ 14P.2d I02PThiS"iiri~ 
. pOssibility~ exception was later extended to cases in which compliance 
was either "impracticable" or "futile." (See Chris/in v. Superior Court, 
supra, 9 Cal.2d at p. 533; see also Rose v. Knapp. supra, 38 Cal.2d at 
p. 117; City of Pasadena v. City of Alhambra (1949) 33 Ca1.2d 908, 
916-917 [207 P.2d 17]; Pacific Greyhound Lines v. Superior Court 
(1946) 28 Ca1.2d 61, 67 [168 P.2d 665].) 

As early as 1920, the appellate courts recognized that "[t]he object 
intended to be attained by section 581a of the Code of Civil Procedure 
is, obviously, to compel reasonable diligence in the prosecution of an 
action after it has been commenced, an'!! thus &.lTord the party or parties 
against whom it is brought an opportunity to present such evidential 
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support to any defense he or they may have thereto as may be available 
at the time the action is instituted, but which may be lost or destroyed 
through the death of witnesses or otherwise before the action is brought 
to issue by reason of an unreasonably long delay in serving the defen
dant or defendants with appropriate legal process notifying him or them 
of the pendency of the action." (People v. Kings County Dey. Co. 
(1920) 48 Cal.App. 72,76 [191 P. 1004], italics added.) 

Fifty years later, in Black Bros. Co. v. Superior Court (1968) 265 
Cal.App.2d 501, 505,2 this concept was reiterated. "It is the policy of 
the law, as declared by the courts, that when a plaintiff exercises rea
sonable diligence in the prosecution of his action, the action should be 
tried on the merits. This policy is counter-balanced, however, by the 
policy declared by the Legislature and the courts that when a plaintiff 
fails to exercise reasonable diligence in the prosecution of his action it 
may be dismissed by the trial court." (Italics added.) 

Thus, the idea of reasonable diligence has been the cornerstone of 
statutory analysis of section 581a. (See Crown Coach Corp. v. Superior 
Court (1972) 8 Cal. 3d 540, 548 [lOS Cal.Rptr. 339, 503 P.2d 1347]; 
Wyoming Pacific Oil Co. v. Preston, supra, 50 Ca1.2d at p. 740-741; 
Ostrus v. Price (1978) 82 Cal.App.3d 518, 521 [.146 Ca\.Rptr. 922]; 
Hunot v. Superior Court (1976) 55 Cal.App.3d 660, 664 [127 Cal. 
Rptr. 703]; McKenzie v. City of Thousand Oaks (1973) 36 Ca\'App. 
3d 426, 429 [111 Ca\.Rptr. 584]; Watson v. Superior Court (1972) 24 
Ca\.App.3d 53, 58, 59 [100 Ca\'Rptr. 684]; Flamer v. Superior Court 
(1968) 266 Ca\'App.2d 907, 911, 915 [72 Cal. Rptr. 561 J; Daley v. 
County of Bulte (1964) 227 Ca\'App.2d 380, 390 [38 Cal.Rptr. 693].) 
Exceptions to the literal language of time-limit statutes were developed 
in recognition not only of "objective impossibility in the true sense, but 
also impracticability due to excessive and unreasonable difficulty or ex
pense." (Chris/in v. Superior Courl. supra, 9 Ca\'2d at p. 533.) As 
every litigator knows, the prosecution or defense of a lawsuit involves 
the difficult problem of balancing the effectiveness of any given tactic 
or procedure against its cost in terms of time and expense. Even the at
torney who· utilizes every reasonable and cost-effective discovery 
procedure must acknowledge the possibility that he or she will fail to 

2Disapproved on unrelated grounds in Denham v. Superior Court (1970) 2 Cal.3d 
557.563 [86 Cal.Rptr. 65.468 P.2d 193J. and in Woollson v. Personal Travel Service. 
Inc. (1971) 3 Cal.3d 909.911·912 [92 Cal.Rptr. 286. 479 P.2d 646J. 
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discover the identity of a potential defendant within the statutory 
three-year period. 

Certainly the state has an interest in assuring that lawsuits are pros
ecuted expeditiously. (Schultz v. Schultz (1945) 70 Cal.App.2d 293, 
297 [161 P.2d 36].) As a result, plaintiffs are required by statutes, such 
as sections 581 a and 583, to use reasonable diligence in bringing law
suits to trial. However, the Legislature, cognizant of the cost-benefit 
balancing process inherent in the litigation system, would not have re
quired a plaintiff to be more than reasonably diligent. 

(1) (See·rn.3.) In recognition of this fact, the courts have suggested at 
least three ~implied exceptions" to section 581 a's rule of mandatory dis
missa\3-impossibility, impracticability, and futility<-to be applied in 
the tnal court's discretjon. (Crown Coach Corp. v. Superior Court, su
pra, 8 Cal.3d at pp. 546-547; Tresway Aero, Inc. v. Superior Court, 
supra, 5 Cal.3d at p. 437; Wyoming Pacific Oil Co. v. Preston. supra, 
50 Cal.2d at p. 740; Watson v. Superior Court, supra, 24 Cal.App.3d 
at p. 58.) Notwithstanding the wisdom of the Wyoming Pacific court's 
admonition against the formulation of ~fixed rules" (50 Cal.2d at 
p. 741; see p. 719) ante, it now appears necessary to articulate some 
general guidelines for the exercise of this discretion which are consistent 
with the underlying statutory intent. 

3The Courts of Appeal have for some time struggled with the question as to whether 
or not section 581a is both mandatory and jurisdictional. (Cr. Flamer v. Superior 
Court, supra, 266 Cal.App.2d at p. 912 with Semole v. Sansoucie (1972) 28 Cal. 
App.3d 714, 722 [104 Cal.Rptr. 897]; Bernsrein v. Superior Court (1969) 2 Cal. 
App.3d 700, 704 [82 Cal.Rptr. 775J; Highlands Inn. Inc. v. Gurrits (1969) 276 Cal. 
App.2d 694, 697 [8 I Cal.Rptr. 273J; Black Bros. Co. v. Superior Court. supra, 265 
Cal.App.2d at p. 505; Dresser v. Superior Court (l964) 231 Cal.App.2d 68, 73 [41 
Cal.Rptr. 473].) The statute can be termed "mandatory" in the sense that a trial court 
must dismiss if the plaintiff fail& to prove reasonable diligence in attempting to serve 
and return summons. The court in Flamer, supra. however, was correct when it sug
gested that in view of Wyoming Pacific, "section 581a can no longer be regarded as 
jurisdictional." (266 Cal.App.2d at p. 912.) 

'In Tresway A·ero. Inc. v. Superior Court (1971) 5 Cal.3d 431 [96 Cal.Rptr. 571, 
487 P.2d 1211]. this court recognized another implied exception to section 581a in 
holding that a defendant may be estopped from seek.ing dismissal if his conduct or as
sertions induce detrimental reliance on the part of the plaintitf who thereby fails to 
serve and return summons within the three-year period. On the one hand. the estoppel 
doctrine is unaffected by today's. decision s.ince it is addressed primarily to the conduct 
of the defendant rather than the plaintiff. On the other hand. the concept of reason· 
ableness is equally applicable since. as noted in Tresway. plaintifrs reliance must be 
leasonable for the doctrine of estoppel to apply. (/d., at p. 440.) 
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(2a) In applying any of these exceptions to a given factual situation, 
the critical question is whether a plaintiff used reasonable diligence in 
prosecuting his or her case. The particular factual context or cause of 
the noncompliance should not be determinative;5 rather, the primary 
concern must be the nature of the plaintiff's conduct.' 

(3), (4) (See fa. 7.) The statute sets forth the three-year limitation pe_ 
riod which must be complied with unless plaintiff shows that the 
greater-than-three-year delay was not due to his or her unreasonable 
conduct. Thus in effect, the statute operates as a rebuttable presump
tion: if plaintiff fails to serve and return summons on a defendant 
within three years of the commencement of the action, plaintiff may be 
presumed to have failed to use reasonable diligence. This presumption 
may be overcome by plaintiff, who bears the burden of proving that he 
falls within an implied exception to section 581a.7 (Busching v. Superi
or Court (1974) 12 Cal.3d 44, 53 [1l5 Cal. Rptr. 241, 524 P.2d 369]; 
Ostrus v. Price. supra, 82 Ca1.App.3d at p. 521; County of Los Angeles 
v. Security Ins. Co. (1975) 52 Cal.App.3d 808, 816 [125 Cal.Rptr. 
701]; McKenzie v. City of Thousand Oaks. supra, 36 Cal.App.3d at 
pp. 430-431; Watson v. Superior Court. supra, 24 Cal.App3d at 

Sit is somewhat inconsistent to recognize that the implied exceptions to section 581a 
are not limited to "objective impossibility" (see Chris lin v. Superior Court. supra, 9 
Cal.2d at p. 533) while at the same time suggesting that application of tbe exceptions 
is appropriate only where the cause of the noncompliance is "beyond [the plaintiffs] 
control." (Crown Coach Corp. v. Superior Courl. supra. 8 Ca1.3d at p. 546.) Thus, to 
the extent that the following cases are inconsistent with the opinion in this case. they 
are disapproved: Crown Coach Corp. v. Superior Court, supra; Ippolito v. Municipal 
Courl (1977) 67 Cal.App.3d 682 1136 Cal.Rptr. 795]; HunOI v. Superior Courl. supra, 
55 Cal.App.3d 660; Walson v. Superior Court. supra, 24 Cal.App.3d 53; Highland .. 
Inn. Inc. Y. Curries, supra, 276 Ca1.App.2d 694. 

&Most of the cases have involved situations where the plaintiff has encountered some 
difficulty in serving a known defendant. (See, e.g., Tusway Aero. Inc, v. Superior 
COllrl. sllpra. 5 CaUd 431: OSIrus v. Price. slipra. 82 Cal.App.3d 518: Ippolito v. Mu
nicipal Courl. supra. 67 CaLApp.3d 682: Elling Corp. v. Superior Courl (1975) 48 
CaLApp.3d 89 1123 Cal.Rptr. 734]; BernSlein v. Superior COllrl. supra. 2 Cal.App.3d 
700: Smith ·v. Herzer (1969) 270 Cal.App.2d 747 (76 Cal.Rptr. 77]: Hill v. Superior 
Court (1967) 251 Cal.App.2d 746 [59 Cal.Rptr. 768].) This case. on the other hand. 
COJ1cerns a situation where plaintiff did not tearn the identity of the defendant untIl 
after the three·ycar period had ex.pircd. (ef. Watson v. Superior Court. sUf'ra. 24 ~al. 
App.3d 53.) While the speciflc considerations may be different, the underlying questJOn 
is Ihe same: whether or not unreasonable condu(;t on the part of plaintiff gave rise to 
the noncompliance. MorcO\·er, trial courts, familiar with the balancing process centra1 
to nc~ligence determinations. are well equipped to resolve this. quC"slion. 

7 Justice Clark's dissent suggests that the standards enunciated by the court in to-
day's decision remove "aU substantive effect from section 581a'" (post, p. 728) because 
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p. 58.) - (2b) In the present case, the trial court denied petitioner's 
motion to dismiss without any factual finding as to the nature of the 
plaintiff's conduct. Since the record before this court is inadequate to 
allow such a finding, 8 and in view of the previous lack of any articulat
ed standards to guide the trial court in exercising its discretion, a writ 
must issue to compel the trial court to hold a hearing on the issue of 
reasonable diligence.9 

(hey arc the same standards. as those which apply to discretionary dismissals under sec~ 
tion 583, subdivision (a). 

In Sanborn v. Chronicle Pub. Co. (1976) 18 Ca1.3d 406, 416-417 [134 Cal.Rptr. 
402,556 P.2d 764J. this court stated that "[sJubdivision (a) [of § 583J places no re
strictions on the exercise of the trial court's discretion and it will be disturbed only in 
cases of manifest abuse. [Citation.]" (Accord Denham v. Superior COllrt, supra, 2 
Cal.3d at p. 563.) In contrast to this "unrestricted" discretion accorded trial cou.rts un
der section 583.' subdivision (a), the primary purpose of the foregoing discussion of 
section 581a bas been to articulate a consistent set of guidelines for the exercise of the 
trial court discretion recognized in, but not limited by. Wyoming Pacific, supra. 

It is important that the distinction between the two sections be made clear. As was 
noted earlier in this opinion with respect to section 581a. once a defendant shows a 
greater·than·three·year delay in the service and return of summons. the burden is on 
Ihe plaintiff to show that the delay was not due to his own unreasonable conduct. and 
the trial court must so find or order dismissal of the action, Under section 583.-subd.ivi· 
sian (a). the trial court may consider a myriad of factors not limited to the 
reasonableness of the plaintiff's conduct (see Cal. Rules of Court, rule 203.5), and the 
burden is on the defendant to show that dismissal is warranted. Moreover. as this court 
held in Denham v. Supujor Court. supra, 2 Cal.3d at page 563, section 583, subdivi
s.ion (a) imposes "no requirement that the motion to dismiss 'must' be granted unless 
opposed by an adequate showing of diligence or excuse for delay," Contrary to the im· 
rlication in Justice Clark's assertion, this is predseJy the requirement which today's 
decision imposes on trial courts hearing section 581a motions, 

Bit is interesting to note that the briefs of petitioner and plaintiff assume opposite 
-conclusions on the reasonable diiigence issue without the benefit of a factual finding in 
t_he trial court; Petitioner argues that "failure to effectuate timely·service upon .petition· 
cr was by neglect and lack of diligence on the part of the plaintiff," concluding that 
"[aJlack -of 'diligence in the prose<;ut;on of a lawsuit will preclude the application of -
[allY of the implied exceptions toJ c.c.P. § 581o(a)." Plaintiff, on the other hand, as
serts that her "conduct was not unreasonable" in view of the fact that she was 
cooperating with intervener Georgia·Pacific in the prosecution of the lawsuit. 

Under ~ormal circumstances. failure by the: plaintiff through the:: use of discovery 
rrocedures to ascertain the identity of a potential defendant suggests a lack. of reason· 
a.ble diligence on plaintiff's part. Plaintiff in this case, however, argues that 
(H'orgia·Pacific·s role as a cooperating intervener compels an opposite conclusion. Since 
the record is. inadequate to allow tbis court to determine whether. under the circum· 
"lances. it would be reasonable to expect the plaintiff to have deposed Robert Ermer or 
uther Georgia·Pacific employees with knowledge of petitioner Hocharian's potential in· 
\lol,'ement at an earlier date, it is necessary to remand to the trial court for further 
proceedings, 

. 'lit should also be noted th"t the is.s.ue of balancin~ prejudice to the parties. a discus·· 
MOil of which follows. would in itself require an additional hearing by the trird court. 
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(5) Although the decision to issue the writ adequately disposes of 
this case, it is appropriate to briefly comment on the issue of prejudice 
since it may become a factor in the lower court.. ' 

The primary purpose of section 581a is to assure reasonable diligence 
in the prosecution of lawsuits. This concern is motivated, at least in 
part, by a desire to insure that defendants faced with a lawsuit have a 
reasonable opportunity to locate evidence and witnesses in preparing a 
defense. As this court stated in Crown Coach Corp. v. Superior COUrt. 
s upta. 8 CaUd' at page 546:' ~The dismissal'sta til tes; like: statutes of " 
limitation, 'promote the trial of cases before evidence is lost, destroyed, 
or the memory of witnesses becomes dimmed .... ' (General Moio~s . 
Corp. v. Superior Court (1966) 65 Cal.2d 88, 91 [52 Cal.Rptr. 460, 
416 P.2d 492J.)" (See also Ippolito v. Municipal Court. supra, 67 Cal. 
App.3d at p. 687; Flamer v. Superior Court. supra, 266 Cal.App.2d at 
p. 915; Black Bros. Co. v. Superior Court. supra, 265 Cal.App.2d at 
pp. 505-506.) Thus. even in a situation where plaintiff has demonstrat
ed reasonable diligence at every stage of the lawsuit, a delay in serving 
summons may result in substantial prejudice to a defendant. If this de
lay exceeds the three-year statutory limit, the court must at least 
consider the issue of prejudice in deciding whether or not to dismiss the 
defendant from the lawsuit. 

Thus, once a plaintiff has proven his use of reasonable diligence, the 
trial court still has discretion to dismiss as to the defendant pursuant to 
section 581 a. In exercising this discretion, the court must be ai-are of 
the fact that it is dealing with two essentially innocent parties-a plain
tiff who has demonstrated reasonable diligence and a defendant who 
has only recently been given notice of the lawsuit. The court" must also 
keep in mind the strong public policy that litigation be disposed of on 
the merits wherever possible. (Denham v. Superior Court. supra, 2 
Ca1.3d at p. 566; accord Crown Coach Corp. v. Superior Court. supra, 
8 Cal.3d at p. 548; McDonough Power Equipment Co. v. Superior 
Court (1972) 8 Cal.3d 527, 538 [105 Cal. Rptr. 330, 503 P.2d 1338) 
(dis. opn. by Peters, J.).) 

The decision whether or not to dismiss must be based on a balancing 
of the harm to the plaintiff if the motion is granted against the preju
dice to the defendant if he is forced to defend the suit. to As long as the 

lO"fhe court may consider such factors as the potential ultimate liability of the defen·· 
dant vis-ii-vis other defendants. the probability of the defendant being found liable. the 
length of the delay in service, the difficulty in locating witnesses or evidence. and 
whether the defendant had actual knowledge of the potential claim through other chan· 
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court engages in this balancing process; its decision should not be dis
turbed on appeal absent an abuse of discretion. (See Denham v. 
Superior Court, supra, 2 Ca1.3d at p. 566.) 

III. 

Let a peremptory writ of mandate issue to compel the frial court to 
hold a hearing in a ccord with t he views expressed herein. Each party 
shall bear its own costs. 

Tobriner, J., Mosk, J., and Newman, J., concurred. 

RICHARDSON, J.-l respectfully dissent. In my view the trial court 
errdi in denying defendant's motion to dismiss the action on the ground 
that plaintiff failed' to serve summons within the three-year period 
specified in section 581 a, subdivision (a), of the Code of Civil 
Procedure. 

Plaintiff was injured in a motor vehicle accident in September 1975. 
She filed her action for damages in August 1976, naming the manufac
turer and owner of the vehicle, the service station and mechanic who 
serviced it, and various "Doe" defendants. In September 1979, in the 
course of a deposition of plaintiff's own coemployee conducted by one 
of the named defendants, plaintiff learned that defendant Hocharian 
had serviced the vehicle's brakes prior to the accident. Accordingly, on 
November 5, 1979, plaintiff served him as a Doe defendant. 

In pertine~tpillt, section581i1,subdivisiml (a), piovid~s that "No ac: 
. tion ..... shall be further prosecuted . .. unless the summons on the 

complaint is served and return made within three years after the com~ 
mencement of said action .... " (Italics added.) The Legislature added 
an important qualification to the foregoing rule in subdivision (d) of the 
same section: "The time during which the defendant was not amenable 
to the process of the court shall not be included in computing the time 
period specified in this section." (Italics added.) Although the clear im
plication of these provisions is that mere delay in locating or identifying 
an otherwise amenable defendant does not extend the three-year period, 
the majority's new "reasonable diligence" rule accomplishes precisely 
such a result. The majority's holding is not only unprecedented and in-

nels. (See generally Aderson Y. Air West, [nco (9th Cir. 19'/6) 542 F.2d 522, 526; 
P"arson v. Dennison (~til Cir. 1965) 353 F.2d 24,28-29.) 

(Jan, 1981] 
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deed contrary to prior law, it also contravenes the very policy 
underlying section 581 a to assure that defendants receive timely notice 
of the institution of an action against them. 

Despite the seemingly mandatory language of section 581 a, subdivi
sion (a), certain nonstatutory exceptions to its directive have been 
recognized. (See Busching v. Superior Court (1974) 12 Cal.3d 44,~3 
[115 CaLRptr. 241, 524 P .2d 369); Wyoming Pacific Oil Co. v: Presion . 
(1958) 50 Cal.2d 736, 740-741 [329 P.2d 489).) Until today's decision, 

. however, these exceptions were carefully limited to two restricted .cate
gories, excusing plaintiff's delay where (I) defendant is estopped to 
complain (Tresway Aero., Inc. v. Superior Court (1971) 5 CaUd 431, 
441-442 (96 Cal.Rptr. 571, 487 P.2d 1211 D, or (2) there are circum
stances beyond plaintiffs control which made it "impracticable, 
impossible, or futile" to comply with section 581a (Ippoli/ov. Munici
pal Court (1977) 67 Cal.App.3d 682, 687 [136 Cal. Rptr. 795); 
Highlands Inn, Inc. v. Gurries (1969) 276 Cal.App.2d 694, 698 [81 
Cal.Rptr. 273 D. Plaintiff, here, concedes that there is no basis for find
ing that defendant should be estopped from relying on section 581a. 
Similarly, plaintiff must acknowledge that timely service upon defen
dant Hocharian was wholly within her control, for defendant was 
amenable to process throughout the entire period in question. 

The majority excuses compliance with section 581a if plaintiff exer
cised "reasonable diligence" in prosecuting her action, and if defendant 
was not unduly prejudiced by the delay. As I will seek to demonstrate, 
such a judicially declared broad exception to the statutory three-year 
requirement finds no support in the cases_ 

In Wyoming Pacific, supra, we held that despite the mandatory lan
guage of section 581a, ~discretion has entered into the application of 
this provision so as to prevent it from being used to compel the dismiss
al of actions where the plaintiff has not had a reasonable opportunity to 
proceed to trial. [Citation,] I') [T)he trial court is vested with discre
tion ... comparable to the discretion with which it is vested in applying 
the exceptions to section 583 (specifying a five-year period in which to 
bring one's case to trial]." (50 CaL2d at pp. 740-741.) Significantly, the 
cases interpreting section 583 have agreed that an exception exists 
~where it would be impossible, impracticable or futile due to causes be
yond a party's control to bring an action to trial during the five-year 
period. [Citations. Jft (Crown Coach Corp. v. Superior Court (1972) 8 

[Jan. 1981) 
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CaUd 540, 546 [105 Cal. Rptr. 339, 503 P.2d 1347), italics added; ac
cord, Christin v. Superior Court (1937) 9 Ca1.2d 526, 532 [71 P.2d 
205, 112 A.L.R. 1153); Hunot v. Superior Court (1976) 55 Cal.App.3d 
660, 664 [127 Cal. Rptr. 703).) 

I have found no case which has excused compliance with either sec
tion 581 a or 583 based upon circumstances which are within plaintiff's 
control, such as the failure to discover relevant facts or evidence. As 
stated in a recent section 583 case, "it has never been held or even hint
ed that time stands still while the parties are going through the 
necessary motions of getting a case ready for trial. [11) On the contrary, 
it is quite firmly established that 'the time consumed by the delay 
caused by ordinary incidents of proceedings like disposition of demur
rer, amendment of pleadings, and the normal time of waiting for a 
place on the court's calendar or securing a jury trial are not within the 
contemplation of the implied exceptions for exclusion from a computa
tion of the applicable period .... ' [Citations.]" (Standard Oil Co. v. 
Superior Court (1976) 61 Cal.App.3d 852, 857 [132 Cal.Rptr. 761 J; 
accord, Crown Coach Corp. v. Superior Court, supra, 8 CaUd 540, 
548.) Similarly, time does not "stand still" until, during the cour~e of 
discovery, plaintiff stumbles across evidence which discloses the .identi
ties of legally vulnerable persons who previously had been sued as Doe 
defendants. The failure to discover such evidence, even when a party ex
ercises reasonable diligence, should not excuse a delay beyond the 
statutory three-year period. 

Section 581 a is aimed at assuring that a defendant receives timely 
notice of the commencement of an action, so that he may, in turn, un-

. , dertake discovery, preserve evidence, and locate witnesses. '(Ippolito v, 
Municipal Court, supra, 67 Cal.App.3d 682, 687.) Insofar as the "Doe 
defendant procedure" is concerned, the California system has received 
academic criticism, for "it indiscriminately lets any plaintiff add as 
much as 3 years to any applicable statute of limitations. For example, 
the California statute of limitations for breach of a written contract is 4 
years. This would seem to provide ample time for a plaintiff to identify 
all potential defendants. A defendant who first learns of the suit almost 
3 ycars after the expiration of ~uch a lengthy period is justified in com
plaining that a procedural gimmick is being used to deprive him of the 
protections that a reasonable, set period of limitations is supposed to 
provide." (Hogan, CalIfornia's Unique Doe Defendant Practice: A Fic
lion Stranger Than Truth (l977) 30 Stan,L.Rev. 51, 101-102, fns. 
omitted.) 

llan. 1981J 
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Under the present majority's holding, the period within which service 
of summons may be made on a Doe defendant may be extended even 
further than the unusually lengthy prenotification period envisaged by 
Professor Hogan. Thus, as construed by the majority, the time se
quences in the foregoing example could well be four years (for the 
underlying action) plus three years (§ 581 a), plus an undetermined, in
definite prolonged period within which the plaintiff may attempt to 
show that his or her diligence has been "reasonable~ and that the defen
dant has not been unduly "prejudiced~by the delay. The introduction of 
such rubberized, elastic standards into what is essentially a limitations 
statute (now judicially transformed by the majority into a niere pre
sumption), results in neither fairness nor certainty in civil procedure. 
The unsettling consequence doubtless will leave innumerable civil ac
tions entirely open-ended subject to the vagaries of a case-by-case 
inquiry as to the "reasonableness" of plaintiff's conduct and the ~preju
dice" to defendant. Such a consequence does not serve the timely and 
orderly resolution of civil disputes. 

For all the foregoing reasons, I would reverse the trial court's order 
denying defendant's motion to dismiss. 

Clark, J., concurred. 

CLARK, J., Dissenting-I join the view ably exp~essed by Justice lRich
ardson that today's majority decision is contrary to prior law and 
contravenes the policy underlying Code of Civil Procedure section 581a. 
But the majority decision goes even further. By requiring an ~unreason
able conduct" test, (ante, p. 720), it removes all substantive effect from 
section 581 a. 

Code of Civil Procedure section 583, subdivision (a) provides for dis
missal of actions not brought to trial within two years. When a plaintiff 
is guilty of unreasonable conduct in failing to bring the case to trial, 
dismissal under the two year statute is appropriate. (Cal. Rules of 
Court, rule 203.5; Sanborn v. Chronicle Pub. Co. (1976) 18 Cal.3d 406, 
418-419 [134 Cal.Rptr. 402, 556 P.2d 764]; Denham v. Superior Court 
(1970) 2 Ca1.3d 557, 564 [86 Cal.Rptr. 65, 468 P.2d 193]; Corlett v. 
Gordon (\980) 106 CaI.App.3dl005, 1013 et seq. [165 Cal.Rptr. 524]; 
Brown v. Pacific Tel. & Tel. Co. (1980) 105 Cal.App.3d 482, 487 et 
seq. [164 Cal.Rptr. 445]; Lapez v. Larson (1979) 91 Cal.App.3d 383, 
396 et seq. [153 Cal. Rptr. 912]; Moore v. EI Camino .Ho,1'. Dist. 

[Jan. 1981) 
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(1978) 78 CaJ.App.3d 661, 663 [144 Cal.Rptr. 3141; City of Los Ange
les v. Gleneagle Dev. Co. (1976) 62 CaJ.App.3d 543 [133 CaJ.Rptr. 
212].) 

Obviously, a case cannot be brought to trial before the defendant has 
been serVed or has appeared, and because the majority has now adopted 
the same test for section 581 a as is applied under section 583, subdivi
sion (a), there is no longer any need for section 581 a. In any case where 
there is an unreasonable delay in serving process for three years, dis
missal is available under section 583, subdivision (a). While a 
difference may exist in appellate court review of orders under the two 
provisions, the test before the trial court is now the same. The majority 
opinion effectively forges the two sections into one. 

Petitioner's ,application for .a rehearing was denied, March 2, 1981. 
Clark, J., and Richardson, J., were of the opinion that the application 
should be gran ted. 

Ilan. 1981) 
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Study J-600 / G 5-"'. Hemo 81-73 
EXHIBIT 6 --

~uoject: Study J-600 Dismisal for lRck of Prosecution (Comments 

of Garrett H. Elmore, Consultant, on Tentntive Recommendation) 

]i;neral 

After review of the Tentative Recommendation (July, 1981), Cll~~un-

i-::2. tions from Kenneth Arnold, r,lessrs. Keatinge and Zv.'eig (of -! ~,' 'Jis 

(~ j.:c·}r~th, Los Angeles, New York City and ':.'ashing-:;on, D. C.), ,"u·'·ice 

Robert ,;ingsley, Court of Appeal, Los An<;eles, draft recomencl:otions 

of st~ff (mr. Sterling) and inquiry to court clerks of Robert G. Leff, 

I,ipsig, Rosenfield & Leff, Beverly Hills, whose office is inVOlved in 

~.n ?ppe!!l from a diRmissal under 5-yenr statute, Consultant FJ.c1I.1i ts 

1;:1.2 followinrr cooments and suggestions. 

Insufficient Basis For Final Recommendation-

It would be desirable to await comments of the State 3"r's Corr.~it-

tee on Administration of Justice, and others. ~ore importantly, the 

E'x,ected decision on the five-year statute in S2ntamarina v. SUr,erior 

Court (hearing granted by California Supreme Court, argument Fct for .. 
November 4. 1981) should be before drafters of the new statute • 

. If it is determined to make a Final Recommendation nov.', to 

have it in the P~nual Report and available in printed form for the 

Legislature in 1982, it is suggested the Final Recommendation itself 

and the Letter of ~rCt:ls~ittal to Governor Brown refer to further 

consideration of the statute proposed after decision in SRntf'.l!!,-,rina. 

~--

1'ho Hocharian cS.se (1981) 28 Cal. 3d 781 (u!':fortunf'.tely not con:)id
e;red at the time the Tentative Recomm2ndation was bein:>; i'ormulnt();"{) 
est,,,blished "non-jurisaic tionql" rrinci pI os for the 3-ye2.r· s erv ice 
of summons statu1;e. It m;'s be San{barin?, will estc.blish new rrincircler; 
:for dealing with the 5-year "tri~,l" stp+,ute· The decision cr-cnnot be 
"fnticip~ted" with ~ccuracy. 1 



SUI!P:est ed l;ddi tion2.1 Provisions . 

After further !'"'tudy. the writer believes the proposed 

statute needs added provisions as follows: 

1." Inherent Authority In C;-ses jio;; ?l'ovided ~'or. 

The present text is 2.r:!biguous in Art. 4 (Discretion?r~; 

Dis~,issal For Delay)- f! 583.410-583.430, in the- t there are ;;ener~,l 

r~ferences to "delay in prosecution" though specific grounds of 

deley are describ:ed in 8583.420. See also Comment as to "exclusive 

2..;vh:>rity" to 2583.410. Art. 4 is based in part on present 583 (a). 

r!: e presC'nt 583 ( a) h?s been held inapplic"bl e where the Ground is 

not f2.ilure to bring the action to trial. See Rose v. Boydson 

(1981) 122 Cal. ~-pp. 3d 92; see also Blue Chip Enterprises v. Bre:1t-

r:ood Sav. & Loan (1977) 71 Cal. App. 3d 706. 

Section 583.410 and Section 583.420 should be amended to 

ITc':ke clear t::at Article 4 appli es only to delay in bringing action 
trial 

to trial or F~I or service and return of SQ~ons (the article's 
I< 

title should be similarly narrowed). 

Again, inherent authority has been exercised where delay in 

pro"secuting a ",;ill contest was involved. The anulogy to a two year 

minimum or three year mandatory period for service of ~umm6ns is not 

helpful in case of a citation in a will contest. The latter delays 

probate. See Horney v. Superior Court (1948) 83 Cal. /pp. 2d 262. 

A new article 5, commencing with Sec. 583.510 • should be 

added to reco!P1i~e inherent authority in "other cases." In 

rough text, the new article would read: 

.. 
In Sec. 583.410 (a) "pursuant to t~is article" should be 
replaced by wording such as "for failure to serve e.nd return 
summons or to bring the action to trial~lIe Comment to subd. (c) 
of Sec. 583.420 should refer to (c) as new with a "cf." cite 
to the Blue Chip case (exercise of inherent authority). 

2 



Article 5 

Inherent Authority Of Court To Order Dismis."al 

§ 583.510. Other Cases or CircamS~Bnces. (a) This ch~pter 

does not preclude a dismissal for l?ck of prosecutio~ -ur

suant to inherent authority of the court in cases or circ'lm

stances not provided for by this chapter. 

(b) In determining a motion or proceeding' for di!3!!'.is-

sal pursuc.nt to inherent Ruthori ty, the court, vihere arrprop

riate, shall~ivp con!3ideration to the _ procedures 2ndnolicy 

stated in- th1.s ch"pter and to their adoption, 'as ne3.rly as 

may be. 

Corr~ent: Section 583.5iOexpressly recogni~es the co~~~'s 

inherent Ruthori ty to order a dis::Jissal for lacE- of l'rosec-

ution in cases or m~tters not controllFd by ChFpter l.~. 

It do es not und ertak e to st'lte the. grounds f:ir,' or ci::-c;l!n- , 

stances under which, the inherent power should be exercis~:l 

leaving this to future jUdicial deci.sions, rules or ststutes. 

However ,'stiDd • (b) suggests the~'- procedures and policy, con

tained in Chapter 1.5 may be appropriate for adoption in 

some "inherent authority" proceedings. The reference is 

by way of guideline only. 

:? Effect Of OtheV statut es -effect of 1".11 e provisions. Th e 

tentative text and comment should make clear 

(a) whether particular statutes are intended to be affected, 

for instance, statutes providing a different time for 

service of sUlllJ!lons, bringing the case to trial. 

(b) whether rule provisions_"excluding" time periods 

3 



from present Sec. 583 (b) (trial or retrial) '1nd rule llrovis

ions governing dismissal of rit,;ht to "trial anew" in t:he sup

erior court as the result of an appeal in a sO'lll c18,ims 

court action should be reg:~rded as controlling or be reg~rded 

as void or merely directory when inconsistent with the new chap

ter. 

As to (a), above, it is suggested that reco~ition be ~iven ot~er 

statutes, on the assumption they have lreen found to quali:y for 

special treatment and can be handled by jUdicial decisions. It 

would be desirable to refer in the Co=ent to several"other statutes" 

by 1"I2.y of example, if such statutes can be found in em "action" (as 

distinguished from a special ;::roceeding). 3ven without exa!:r~les, 

it seems advisable to qualify proposed Section. 583.210 (a), Sec. 583. 

310 and Sec. 583.320 by words such as: "Except as provided by statute, 

" ••• 

As to (b), above, tje most desirable method is to obtain the 

views of JUdicial Council representatives as to what rule provisions, 

if any, are regarded as im.portant and whether other rules could 

be changed to avoid conflict. In rough text, the matter could be hand

led in the new chapter' by adding a new section to Article i (Gen

eral Provisions): 

Judicial Council Rules. (a) Nothing in this chapter ----
affects rules of the Judicial Council governing the time for 

bringing a small clai'llls action to trial anew on appe'd to the 

superior court. 

(b) Except as provided in subdivision (a), a rule of the 

Judicial Council affecting the arplication of a provisio,n of 

4 



tilis chcpter shall be directory. only, if.-inconsiste:.t 

with tllis ch~:pter, unless this ch2.pter or a'specific . 

st3tute authorizes the ado;tion of a rule affecting 

a dismissal pursuant to this chapter. 

3. Co~sideration Of Deferred O~erative Date. Consultant now 

favors an enactment in 1982, if possible, but with a de~erred o~er-

8.tive date. Originally, it was believed that if there were an ~ccer,t-

PJ1ce of subst2.ntial ch~n;es along the lines 'sug;:;:ested in the 

B8ckgro.md study and first staff drsft , it ·.• .. ould be imOlortant to have 

the statute become effective J&nuary 1, 1983. It is believed t~e e~ph-

2.sis sho:J.ld be now to a "recooification and clarification" ana t!1s.t 

the subj ectma tter has such broad day to day si ~ificanc e that t:-.ere 

sho:lld be opport\.1.ni ty for pcmendments and revision by the Legislature • 

. Im operptive d2.te of January 1, 1.984, 'is sug;ested (save for sections 

tha~ m2Y require an earlier date for technical reasons). 

4. Considerc-,tion of A Six-l;;onths' Grace Period •. The point has 

been suggested that vested rights are not involved in any proc-

edural ch2.1lges that are made in the proposed 120\'1, so that increasing 

the minimum statutory time to move for discretionary dismissal fro~ 

two to three years or giving the' plaintif'f,longer'time to'serve 2nd 

return su~mons or bring the case totrial does not encounter procedural 

due process problems. In WY0J:Jing P~,c.Oil Co. v.Preston (1958) 50 

Cal. 2d 736 an objection that- 1945 amendments to Sec. 581a 'made 

certain. ~ ti::e exclusions was disposed of on the ground the ['r::end

ments were a codification and"clarification"of existing lal'l. In ~~end-

5 



inc; present :'.i ~,r.iss2.l 13.ws, the Le:;islr>.ture ;".as .:;enerally :-;01; 

:;:rovi<ied for a "grace" 1":1"ioo.. But compare. CCP t; 1141." 7 (conrulso:;:-

judicial ~rbitr:ltion i'1 certnin CDU!'ts a11d Dl"ocedure for v::luntr.ry 

~'lJ.rJ.icia.l crbi tr2.tion) stating 3ubmissio:l to arbi tra tion :::ITSU~ _TIt 

to the cha,-ter "shnll not toll t:.e rll.nnin} of tine periods s"ec-

ified in Section 583 as to actiJns filed on or ~fter the :; erntive 

d2.te of tile cl:3,:;ter " ~nd also (later) tr. -t "submis sian to c-.rbi tra-

tion o:ursu"nt to court order vii thin six r;'lonths of the ex-ir:-. ti0n 

of the the statutory period shnll toll the runnin?; of suc!". per
* 

iod until the filing of the arbi t:'2.tior'. :-::.ard." 

It is recor.r'.ended that the point as t:: a "grace period" 

reflecting a "re3.~onable opport:L"1i ty" to respond to chan<;es t!1at 

nay affected "vested" or "important .. rights be deferred for the 

tir;'le being. ~he contents of the Final Recocmendation will serve 

to indicate form of a statutory provision, if ~"1y appeers needed. 

5. Consideration of Le~isl"tive St8tement th2.t Ch"nter Is. 

Intended As A Codificntion And C12rification • 

. This 21so depends u)::.on contents of Final Recommendation. As of 

now, inclusion seems doubtful (depending'u:on what treatment is 

given i]ocharian-(and .Se..ntamarina. I'he point should be reserved. 

Provisions As To l',andatory Dismissal- Excentions-Hoch",rain C?.se. 

In Hocharian v. Superior Court (28 C21. 3d 714 (1981)- a 4 to 2 

* 
See infra as to proposed treatment of Sec. 1141.17. 
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decision) the majority, on p~~er at least, appears to have opened 

up the 3-year "mc.naB-tory" dis:::issal statute ( CCP B 581a (a),(b» 

for failure to serve and return sur~ons • The decision (m7jority) 

reaches the conclusion that Sec. 581a does not require a plaintiff 

to com"lete service and r~turn wi thi~ three years at 2.11 events. 

In ?art, it is st~ted that the Legisl~turq must have been cogniz-

ant of the "cost-'!1enefit" balancing inherent in the judicial pro-

cess. The sta"~ute, it is said, requires "reas<:Jnnble diligence" by 

pl::~ntiff. ':'he three-year period is not jurisdictional. The decision 
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refers tc at le<)st three iTIrplied 'excentions"to be ap:)lied in t:-... e 

cO'.lrt's discretion"to the rule of Sec. 581a of "r:l8.ndatory dis::.is~'!l." 

In Hocharian the precise issue \'.'~'S w!1.ether the "plaintiff cO';ld 

serve an alleged jOint tort fe~sor (another service st'!tion oper~tor) 

as a Doe defendant after the 3-ye . ..,r J:·eriod of Sec. 58la, (an alleg-

cd late discovery of such "erson' s acts). The (I!l3.jori ty) !ioch"'ri,,?'l 

decision set EEide the trial conrt dis:.1issal and outlined the procedure 

by way of "guideline," as follows: 

* 

If more than 3 yea::-s has e1a-::sed, Sec. 581a in effec::t operates 

asa rebuttable presumption that ?laintiff has failed to use the 

"reasonable diligence" required of plaintiff. 

The presUDption may be OVerCOIje by plaintiff who bears the 

burdeRc of proving that plaintiff falls within an im!llied 

exception to Sec. 581a. The implied exception is not li~it
* 

to causes beyond p12intiff's control. 

Once the plaintiff has proved the use of "reason:oble dilic;e:1ce" 

thectrial court must ?t least consider the issue of prejuc.ice 

to defend"nt and keep in'mi:1d the "strong public policy" 

that li tiga tion be diSClosed of "on the r.leri ts. "The court ma.y 

consider such factors as potential ultimate liability of: 

the defendant as against other defendants, the length of 

delay in service,. the difficulty in locating witnesses or 

'.'Iordin:?; in certai:1 appellate decisions was disapproved • 

• 
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or evidence, :md \'ihet"~er p12intiffh:!Q l:no· .... ledr:ie of the 

claim from other channels th,~n the ,~ t' 1.~IOrnR_ lon in 2. 

deposjtion tpken by a co-pl~intiff. 

The main dissentin3 opinion urges that the decision ~oes 

beyond prior decisional i~terpretation of Sec. 531a (and Section 

583); th?t it substitutes a Va8\le test for "c':cjective strm(ir-r6s" of 

in~ossibility, impracticability and futility. 

Unless chcnsed by later COlJ:t decision or b',' the Le,;ie12.ture, 

::och"ri~n seems to establish t.:at tLe "shall dis:::iss" provisi0ns 

of Sec. 581a do not createa 12.c1: of jurisdiction in SO!!le circ'x:1-

stnnces • 

On the other hand, Hocharian can be taken to establish c 

strict test for exceptions to the three year lini t under the "i·n:::os-

sible, impractical or futile" test or under the analysis th2.t tt.e 

3 ye2..r statute pec'lJi ts the plaintiff to m2ke a shol'.'ing of "ree'son-

able diligence" 

Of the various drafting options, the one favored by Consult
* 

ant is the following: 

1. The .:'girldes'f o:;,tlined in HOcharian should not be codified, 

nor ,should tn e "!, ,,(, [' ona bl e di 1 igen c e ". -qording • 

In this field,\';here judicial administration and court 

functions are involved, 'the Legislatur" has been \'Iont to pass string

ent laws in general form rp.thcr . than to attenpt detailed st2,tutes. 

Conversely, the varying paths of and uncertainties in the case 1"'-\'1 

have not been satisfactory, viewed from the point of vim',' of ef:c'tDt-

* ~,!j.s is in recognition th?t the Co=issio;,. ['ssisted by st2.ff, 
\':ill determine {gci"neral C'l'liroach and "policy." 
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ive aci!::inistr::tion of ju::tice. It is su,:;:;ested, hoy/ever, th::t no 

"perfect" solution lef'isl~,:ively c~n be f01).11d. To cOdify t"1e 

llocharian decision Ylo'lld tend to tie the hands of courts in 

other and n. otentially diffe~'ent c".ses, d t -" - - - an 0 8~.e distinctions 

:jjh2,t wOClld n2ke Hocharif!n less cOwCJlicated than it appears to be. 

2. Amend Art. 2 of Tentative Text as follo\'ls: 

i- Sec. 583 ... 230.Comuutatio!l Of 'fine. 

583.230. In cow::>uting t::e time ; ... ithin which service and 

return muct be made purSU2.Ilt to this article, there shall 

be excluded the time durin:; 17hich any of the follo' .. :in -; 

conditions existed: 

(a) The defendant was not ament-ble, to the process of the 

court. 

(b) The prosecution of the Qction or a ~roceeding in the 

action was stayed or enjoined and the stay or inJ~~~tion 

affected service ruld return. 

(c) The validit~r of the service or return was the subject 

of liti;ation by the parties. 

(d) In the discretion of the court, a reasonc:ble 2110Vl-

ancD for the tine .... ,hen fa) ~ervice and return, for C:..'1.y 

other reason Ylas im~ossible, impractible, or futile. 

~:planation: The above chznge is one method of recocni~-

ing 'that "impossibili ty" s~ould not result in an "",utO::!R tic 

exclusion" from the 3-ye2.Y period. See comment of Justice 

Kingsley. It should be followed by st~,tutory provisions 

or a "CoI:L'TIcnt" givinS GUida..'1ce as to "discretion" and 
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"re:cson::ble allowance." The text · .. ;ill depend on e!Jphasi s 

perrd tted by the "policy" deterr::i:1.ation to be made. 

Consul tant' s individuc".l. vi ew is that the e):ercise of 

"discretion" will take into consideration, ~'.;:lon::; other 

r.L".tters, the tine when the deltly occurred in ccnp;x "on to 

tine reffi8.ining, '::hether "impossi bili ty" was due in Dart 

to causes ,:i thin or be;rond the control of the nlaintiff, 

the probable prejudice_to ,:laintiff 8.."16. defendant , respective 

ly, fro~ recognizing or not reCOGnizing the alleged 

"exclusion" and 'whether the caUse of action or claim for 

relief asserted 9Y plaintiff ag.:.inst the :9artic'J.12.r defend"': 

t h k 't ~ rill .as a~parenu mer~ • 

ii. Sec. 583.240. ItJ81:l8.tory Dismissal. 

583.240. If service and rettL~ are not made in an action 

within the time presecribed in this C'rticle: 

(a) The action shQll not be further prosecuted 81d 

no further proceedings shall be had in the action. 

(b) The action shall be dismissed by the court 

on its Orm motion or on motion of any person interested 

in the action, ,':hether n2.l!led as a party or not. 

(c) Notwithstanding subdivision (a) and (b), the 

coc'.rt, in the iClt crests of justice ,.::md upon' such 

terms as may be just, I'1:'.;,' lJermi t or recormize se~'vice 

.01' retUl:'n mrlde 
'ninety 

not later than tsixty days after 

the time for service and return would ot::er"yise 

This is not an exact statement.Th€ basic "policy" issue is \','hether 
to seek to reverse Hocharian's wording that does not limit 
the e):clusion to causes "beyond the control" of the pl2.intiff. 
It is t,;e writer's belief that "beyond the control" \':ording is 
not proper ~~d should be taken out of the present CODments. 
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exuire. The burden shall be Unon the nlaintiff to reouest 

and sho"! p:::>od c <,-use for such reli ef either in on,':J~i tion 

to a notion to dismiss or, if none is ~ending, by nl~intiff' 

motion for reli€f uursu~nt to this subdivision filed 

not later than 120 days after the time for service and 

return would other;'iise ex~ire. ',Yri tten notice 0: Ollc,int-

iff' fl motion sh2.l1 be served u:oon the defendant or his 

attorney in'such' m8.nner ~'S the court may direct or, if 

the c::>urt doesnot fix the ~anner of notice, by ~irst class 

mail addressed to defe:1dp.nt at his l2.st known adC'.ress or, 

if the defend2nt has aDDe~red specially by ~. attorn~ 

or is re-oresented by an 2.ttorney for other llurnoc-es in 

the action, addressed to the attorney of record, or by -
perscnal service upon the ~efen5ant or s~ch attorney. 

In_ ruling on the m~tter, t!ie c::>urt shall consider all 

relevant factors and, where appronriate, m"y ~ssess 

costs, <'.s a condition of nermitting such leta service 

or return. 

Explanation: This provisions, in rough text, are :intended 

to fill,· in apparent gaps in the Hocharian case,bJ' placing 

a time limit on late "relief" and imposing a burden on a 

plaintiff. The Comment should not e criteria 'are stated in 

Hocharian(except as "policy" decisions direct ot'J.erise). 

However, the above draft refers to costs as a condi tion 

(The foregoing is contrary to earlier "policy" decisions 

i. ·e., decisions without Hocharian before the Coln.llli!?sion). 

11 



It should be cointed out that if is difficult to draft 

'.'.'ording n8.king service after the tir.;e"lCDjjd~· In this area ,.,'i th high 

court decisions runnine the \"lay they are, ~'void" fuigh~ot be 

interc:'reted as expected. Presence of "void" in the statute mi~ht 

le2.d some persons (including attorneys) to ignore process, to their 

l:;.ter detriment if "void" is given a limited interpretation or 

held to be unconstitutional in certain settings. 

The ~Titer reserves comment en other ap?roaches to H6ch~rian. 

Provisions R.e !,>.ndatory Dismissal-Brin~ing To Tri?l-Se.nta:r:}'lrina 

Case. 

No corunent is made as to when an action is "brought to tric'l" 

until S2ntam"'.rina is decided. For com:nents on St"ff and Kentinge 

and Z;'leig proposals, see infra. 

Suggested present changes in Tentative Text: 

Sec. 583.340. computation Of Time. 

Sec. 583.340. In computing the time within which an action must 

be brought to trial pursu:;nt to this article, there shall be 

excluded the time during which any of the following conditions 

existed: 

(a) The defendant was not amen"ble to the process of the 

of the court. 

(b) The jurisdiction of trf the court to try the action 

vms suspended. 

(c) Prosecution or trial of the action was stayed or enjoined 

ill In the discretion of the court • a reasone.ble 2.110w-

nnce for the time when bringing the action to trial for . arry ~ . 

other reasonr was"" impossi bIe,' impractical or ful tile. II't-!ll~l!:;i,I't:g 

12 



eaa±±-Bw~e-e-pee~eRee±e-e±±ew~~ee-fep-t~e-~ep~ee-ef-ae±a~

eeagea-e~-tRe-e~ee~e±-e~~eaBeteReee-taat-fi~Raepee-tae-~±a~Rt~ff 

iR-ap~R~~R~-tRe-eet~eR-te-tp~e±-w~tR~R-tae-t~Be-~peeep~aea 

~R-ta~e-ept~e±e-. 

3xpJJanati on: New subd. (a) consi sts of '.··ording now in 

subd. (f) of Sec. 583.It \"Ias ooitted through inadvertence. 

Case nol'! is no\·: incre8sing under this :crovision (found also 

in Sec. 581a). The wording in ne\'! subd. (d) (former subd. (c» 

is revised tent'".tively to conform to pattern of revised Sec. 

583.230 (see supra). At this tine, no attempt is made to 

forecast wh~,t Santmnrina nay say in the way of "court conzestion" 

as an im-c,lied exception (or ·in the way of definition of delay 

caused by congested court conditions). 

Sec. 583.350. L·:andatory Dismissal 

",;_wai tin.:;; the decision in Santamarina, the writer 

tentatively suggests that Sec. 583.350 be amended to provide 

discretionary authority to the trial court to decline to dismiss 

and to extend the expiration date for a limited time, as follows: 

Sec. 583.350. J(~an:atory Dismissal 

583.350. (a) An action shall be dismissed by the court 

on its own motion or on motion of the defendant if the, action is 

not brougght 

article. 

to trial w:'..ithin the time prescribed hy this 

(b) Notrlithstanding sU::'division (a), the court, in the 

interests of justice, and upon such terms as may be just, 

13 



mRY extend the time within which the action must be 

brou,,.,-ht to trial for such period of time, not exce,~din3' 

annropriate to permit trial on 

the merits. The bu~~en shall be u~on ~lai~tiff to show 

,;ood caus e fOe' such extenc:'; on, unl ess the condi tion of 

the court I ~ .o:ene,,:-:l civil tri a] calendar ~.2}:e3 neces-

sary a continuance date beyond the date fixed by 

subdi',rision (a). 

Possible ~dditional provision if a li~itation is considered 

desirable: 

.:::T",h:,::i",,2:..' ..:Sl.=bc:;d:,::i:..v,-,:!.::;· .::s.:::ie,:o:.::n.:.-.>..( .::b~)_-,s:..h=2_:::l;,;:1~2:.., n"" "'p:;1"'y--'0::,;nl=.J.y-'i:.:!1::....c:;t.:::r.:i :.:2;::.I:::.....:::.c ()~'.."'~.:.9. 

5.'9simmted by the Judicial 'Council 2,S 2. trial cY.\rt 

havinrz: 2. con"es';c(: ci viI tri",l calendar. 

Consul tant do es not f",vor this limi ta tion 2.S it lyould 

be difficult to apply. 

Possible alternative provision 

(D) Not':;ithstandinc; subdivision (a), the court, in the 

interests of justice, "-nd Uloon such terms as rna: .. be just, 

r.!::'.y e).--t end t:: e tiE! e wi thin \'ihi ch th e ac ti on mus t be bro '.: o;h t 

to trial for a -period or ·,.-;;;reijrate periods not IDQ.l'e j;jf"n 

one year (1)' 1 180 ~~e "T~ced"Te ~OT !._.L . _ 'oJ ...L_ .l- _. , rmd c r iteri2. 

to be considered in determinin:;, "'n apnlication for extennion 

of ti!:le ?l.lY'Su2.nt to thi S S'.l.bdi vi sion shp.ll be in accord2.!lc e 

'7ith rules of the ,:Ju~ici1:!.l Co':ncil. The authority .'T2.J1ted 

by this subdivision shall not 2nnly to 2.n a'lDlication for 

extension mede flft er Dece!.lb er 31, 1987 (?) excent as' oro:r 

Ot'lerwise ,..,rovided b" a Btatnte chanterc(, on or before Dcc',-
" 
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e::10er 31! 193?. 

Consul t8.!1t believes t::is 2.1 ternste :J.:,)pro2.ch 1":0:.1.1d perL1i t 

:;r:-2.ter e:J.se of =,end!Ylent th211 ,:ure ststutory regulation. HO'.lever, 

t!:e :udi cial COlL"'.cil maJT not !1:',ve the i!lclin'l tion or time to d~a:(t 

':'11:': ~.dopt rules. of such li::1ited nature. 

i'ime For Discretionary ~is~is~'",l-:;{econsideT'ation Of Prono~ed 

~ording'~ Sec. 583.420. 

Consul t2.nt recollU:lends that the pr::>nosed wording_ as . to- the 

s~··.tutory time -that rust el2.pse, be re~laced by sui t?ble lan;SU'lge 

tb'.t '{:ill prescribe a two ye?.r "minimum," in ins1,::nc·~s (subd. (a) 

8.r:Q (b» where ·present la\'{ appears to reCJ.:lire a tl':o ye?r vni t ?fter 

c:J::.::-,ence",ent of action before a discretionary dismissal r:;ay be granted 

for fa:lure to serve and return S~T.ons or to bring the 2.ctic~ to 

tri'>.l" The_present word:j,ng is hO! clear,i·:e. ~.whether the rpf,,:::'ence . . 
is to the m?ximum time expressed in terms of years or to ·the lr."xi!YlUE! 

tiDe after calCUlation for "exclusions." If the latter is intended, 

the I'.-ording I',-ill re~uire unnecessary work in a.pplication. 

-Again, it is suggested that the increasei in Sec. 583.420, sub. 

Cb), n",mely, ope year in case of motion b?sed on failure tD bring 

the 2ction to trial is, not necessary, t:i.king all courts st2te wide 

into considerati~n. l~oreover. such a.n increase suggests a sl~ckened 

pace is appropriate. 

Also, in ConsultRnt's view, the new provision in subd. (aY specif

icc.llY referring to a discretionary motion for failure to mc.ke service 

and return could so:fely be chcmged to eighteen months, a d.ecr.ease. 

This c':-;"n"e would ~treS.§ the need for expedition ~in s erving process'. 
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Sec. 583.110. S~~~es~ed ch-'~e in definitions. Kr. Arnold 

calls 8.tte"tion to t!".e awkwardness of the "defini ti ons " 1C2.rti cu1-

:!rly "action. It i·:r. S-:c:-l::!1s no~e3 -- sir.:plifiej treat~1ent is needed. 

In Consul t:.nt' s vi e',";', the essenti 2.1s can be covered ,q s folloYls: 

Sec. 583.:10. ~efinitions. 

533.110. As used in tnis ch~pte~, unless the context 

other~ise reQui~es: 

( ~) 1I!:'c-'-;on" '- .~ ,,- ~ incl'~des 2.n nction co;;-,nence:: by cross cor:;nl~int': 

or'other pleading asserting a cause of action or'claim for relief. 

(b) "Comp1ai:1t" includes crosc-cor:r~laint or other ini tie.l 

pleading. 

(c) "Defendal'lt" includes a, cross defendant or other person 

2.ssinst wion an action is brou ~lt. 

(d) "Plai:1tiff" includes a cross-complain2.llt or other person 

by whom an action is brought. 

EX1:,lanation: ~te reference in Te:1t2.tive Dndt to "action" 

includ~ng a cau"e of action or clp.ic for relief is ambiguous. It is 

not essential to tne st'1tute. The' -editorial qatter will recuire 

ci:ange. The comment UJ:der E?nd~,tory a."1d discretional dismissals 

for failure to "bring to trial" could_ include 8. COl!'.nent that 'J2.rtic-

ulnr f8.cts rr,ay warrant only disnissal of a particular cause of action 

or claim for relief. 

Sec. 583.120 •.. ;'POllication of ch?pter. Revision of word in,;. 

L:r. Arnold calls at"':;ention toc.wkwardness of present wording. r,:r. 

Sterling notes sir::plific?tion is needed. In Consultant's view 

the fo llovtine text (in roueh fOIl!Lj is approC',riate: 

16 



§583. 120. A ~lication of ch2pter. 

583.120. (a) Except as provided by st~tute, this ch~pter 

apDlies to civil actions. 

(b) Except as incorpor,'ted by reference by 

statute or r-J.le of the Judici2.1 Council, this ch~pter 

does not apply to a special proceeding of a civil nature, 

unless the c01,rt in its discretion pursuant 'to inherent 

author::' ty deterrr.ines to ap::,ly a provision of this chI' ter 

to tC'.e proceeding or a pccrticular m2.tter in the proceeding, 

as nec.rly zs may be. 

Explanp.::;ion: Cross refer to Consultant· s stIs:;est

ed ~rticle 5 (9 583.510) on inherent authority. 

Sec. 583.210. Time ?or Service And Return (I':2.ndatory). 

Subd. (a) cf Sec. 583.210 is not a::1 unnecessary st?,t ement of 

the til~,e v:hen ?n action is co=enced. The present Tentative Text 

omi ts se:p~,ra te provisions for cross cor:mlaints and l' elies upon 

the definition of "cooplaint" to incl'..lde a cros s co::rr:12_int. See CO:-:-llfllt 

in TEntative Text. :rr. Arnold's sUgsested deletion is not 'favored. 

Subd. (b) of Sec. 583.210 needs sJ!loothing out. The follo\·;ing 

is uggested: 

{b} This section doesnot a ply if the defendant enters in 

a stipulation in Vlri ting ,or does other act, that B.rnounts to 

a general appearance in the action. The present wording h?s 

"qualifier" rroblems. 

S~~~estion to requirf all ~hases of a "snlit" trial to_ 

be brour;ht to trial. Consultant.t strongly opposes lth-e inclusion 
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of a:ly specific provisions or cOl:h':1ent on the ponten.tion of Ke~tir_nge 

and Z,',eig •• Fin,t, _the_California 1'\'1 on "bin:ring 2-n action" to 

hes imbedded in it the"partial trial ll concept. Delay beyond 

the initial trial pr~se such a~ a trial th~t is not completed or 

is severed for rial of cross COI:o:l2.i:;t or particular issues is a 

co:;:~:lex'_ subject. Provisions nO\,i in effect relating to re-trials 

present a single ::::cp..s.geable su::jeet. 'i'he same is not true where 

::!n "etion oc::; be oreered SIlli t (mcmy times ~on d efeni: ant , s r.lotion~ 

to ret ermine particular issues. When sep".rate issues are :raised by 

cross com"laint, existing case 18.1'.' applies the same rule to a 

cross eor;:plaint ?s to a cOJIrrl"i~,t. This lsw would h~ve to be review

ed, sinqLit~weuld presu.rn~_bly "be ch~nGed by the proposed "exclusion" 

or "extension" treatment. B~ aside from the need for an in depth 

study; before f'_YJ.y such amend::ent 2S proposed is deemed ',';orthy of 

legislctive sp::msorshi.p, the ~roble8 of delay (on the part of 

either plaintiff or defendant) after a case is"brought to trial" 

falls outside the present ';-T0Fosed revision of Sec. 581a und Sec. 

583. The su;gestion to"exclude" th·:- first part of a split trial 

and nake the statute apply to bringing each separate phase to 

trial "iithin the basic 5-year p~riod will materially shorten 

the time evailabl-c. to plain±iffs end cross cor:rplainants. 

Sup;gesticn to ulace a :i.efini tion of "brought to tri".l'! 

in the sta:;ute. This staff sug~estion (I-.ir. Sterling) in the writer's 

opinion is unscund unless a de:ir.iticn cen be found that will 

me et with almost universal . 2ccept?~'1ce. It is dO'lbted one can 

be found that will not a focus [oint of more Ii ti ';ation mld pcti vi ty 
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, , 

for isnissal on tecl]nical grounds. The provisions of s~~. 581 

as to commencement of trial in the l'Iri -:; p::-,' ~ or,inion will not 

fit into existing c~[:e case Im'I., _my_new wordil1g pl'lced in 

the s:2.tute will be " trap for the unr:a" ry. men though 

the point is before the court in Santa~2rina, the point 

probably will not produce any satisfactory wording that can 

be used in a statute. All events, the Santamarina decision 

should be awaited. 

,19 

Respectfully suoEi-:;ted, 

ii"rrett E. E.more 
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IIJ-600 7/16/81 

TENTATIVE RECOMMENDATION 

relating to 

DISMISSAL FOR LACK OF PROSECUTION 

Introduction 

Code of Civil Procedure Sections 581a and 583 provide for dismissal 

of civil actions for lack of diligent prosecution. 1 The major effect of 

these statutes is that: 

(1) If the plaintiff fails to serve and return summons within three 

years after filing the complaint, the action must be dismissed. 2 

(2) If the plaintiff fails to take a default judgment within three 

years after summons is served or the defendant makes a general appearance, 

the action must be dismissed. 3 

(3) If the plaintiff fails to bring the action to trial within five 

years after filing the complaint, the action must be dismiss~d.4 
(4) If the plaintiff fails to bring the action to trial within 

three years after a new trial or retrial is granted, the action must be 

dismissed. 5 

(5) If the plaintiff fails to bring the action to trial within two 

years after filing the complaint, the action may be dismissed in the 

court's discretion. 6 

The statutes requiring dismissal for lack of diligent prosecution 

enforce the requirement that the plaintiff move the suit along to trial. 

In essence, these statutes are similar to statutes of limitation, only 

they operate during the period after the plaintiff files the complaint 

1. In addition, Rule 203.5 of the California Rules of Court prescribes 
the procedure for obtaining dismissal pursuant to Code of Civil 
Procedure Section 583(a). 

2. Code Civ. Proc. § 581a(a). 

3. Code Civ. Proc. § 581a(c). 

4. Code Civ. Proe. § 583(b} • 

5. Code Civ. Proc. § 583(e)-(d). 

6. Code Civ. Proe. § 583(a). 
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7 rather than before the plaintiff files the complaint. They promote the 

trial of the case before evidence is lost or destroyed and before witnesses C"", 

become unavailable or their memories dim. They protect the defendant 

against being subjected to the annoyance of an unmeritorious action that 

remains undecided for an indefinite period of time. They also are a 

means by which the courts can clean out the backlog of cases on clogged 

calendars. 8 

The policy of the dismissal statutes conflicts with another strong 

public policy--that which seeks to dispose of litigation on the merits 

rather than on procedural grounds. 9 As a result of this conflict the 

numerous limitations on and exceptions to the courts have developed 

dismissal statutes. lO The statutes do not accurately state the exceptions, 

excuses, and existence of court discretion. The interrelation of the 

statutes is confu~ing.11 The state of the law is generally unsatisfactory, 

requiring frequent appellate decisions for clarification. 12 The Law 

Revision Commission recommends that the dismissal for lack of prosecution 

provisions be revised in the manner described below. 

7. See, e. g. , Crown Coach Co.rp. v. Sup erior Court, 8 Cal. 3d 540, 546, 
105 Cal. Rptr. 339, 503 P.2d 347 (1972); Dunsmuir Masonic Temple v. 
Superior Court, 12 Cal. App.3d 17, 22, 90 Cal. Rptr. 405 (1970). 

8. See, e.g., Ippolito v. Municipal Court, 67 Cal. App.3d 682, 136 Cal. 
Rptr. 795 (1977). 

9. See, e.g. , Denham v. Superior Court, 2 Cal.3d 557, 468 P.2d 193, 86 
Cal. Rptr. 65 (1970). 

10. See, e.g., discussion in Annual Report, 14 Cal. L. Revision Comm'n 
Reports I, 23-24 (1978); 2 California Civil Procedure Before Trial 
§ 31.2 (Cal. CEB 1978). 

11. For example, there appears to be an inconsistency between the 
provisions of Section 581a for the mandatory dismissal of an action 
if the summons is not served and returned within three years after 
commencement of an action and those of Section 583(a) providing for 
the dismissal of an action, in the discretion of the court, if it 
is not brought to trial within two years. This inconsistency has 
been raised in a number of appellate cases. See, e.g., Black Bros. 
Co. v. Superior Court, 265.Cal. App.2d SOl, 71 Cal. Rptr. 344 
(1968) • 

12. Since the two dismissal statutes were first enacted around the turn 
of the century there has been a continuing stream of appellate 
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Policy of Statute 

Over the years the attitude of the courts and the Legislature 

toward dismissal for lack of prosecution has varied. From around 1900 

until the 1920's the dismissal statutes were strictly enforced. Between 

the 1920's and the 1960's there was a continuing liberalization of the 

statutes to create exceptions and excuses. Beginning in the late 1960's 

the courts were strict in requiring dismissal. 1 In 1969 an effort was 

made in the Legislature to curb' discretionary court dismissals, but 

ended in authority for the Judicial Council to provide a procedure for 

dismissal. 2 In 1970 the courts brought an abrupt halt to strict 

construction of dismissal statutes and began an era of liberal allowance 

of excuses that continues to this day.3 The current judicial attitude 

has been stated by the Supreme Court: 4 "Although a defendant is entitled 

to the weight of the policy underlying the dismissal statute, which 

seems to prevent unreasonable delays in litigation, the policy is less 

powerful than that which seeks to dispose of litigation on the merits 

rather than on procedural grounds." 

Fluctuations in basic procedural policy are undesirable. Every 

. policy shift generates additional litigation to establish the bounds of 

the law. The policy of the state towards d1.smissal for lack of prosecu

tion should be fixed and codified, and the dismissal statutes should be 

construed consistently with this policy. The Law Revision Commission 

believes that the current preference for trial on the merits over dismissal 

on procedural grounds is sound and should be preserved by statute. The 

proposed legislation contains a statement of this basic public policy. 

litigation interpreting, clarifying, and rewriting the statutes-
hundreds of cases, the notation of which requires more than 100 
pages in the annotated codes. 

1. See Breckenridge v. Mason, 256 Cal, App.2d 121, 64 Cal. Rptr. 201 
(1967), and cases following. 

2. See Comment, The Demise (Hopefully) of an Abuse: The Sanction of 
Dismissal, 7 Calif. West. L. Rev. 438, 455-456 (1971). 

3. See Denham v. Superior Court, 2 Cal.3d 557, 468 P.2d 193, 86 Cal. 
Rp tr. 65 (1970). 

4. Id., 2 Cal.3d at 566, 468 P.2d at __ , 86 Cal. Rptr. at 
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Time for Discretionary Dismissal 

Under existing law, an action may be dismissed for want of prosecu

tion in the discretion of the court if the action has not been brought 

to trial within two years after it is commenced. 1 This period is 

unrealistically short in view of contemporary pleading, discovery, and 

other pretrial procedures and court calendars. As a practical matter, a 

motion to dismiss made for failure to bring to trial two years after the 

action is commenced has little likelihood of success under the policy of 

the state to prefer trial on the merits. 2 The proposed law changes the 

dismissal period for failure to bring to trial to a more realistic 

period of three years after the action is commenced. 

The discretionary dismissal provision does not by its terms apply 

to delay in bringing the action to a new trial or retrial following a 

court order or a remand from an appellate court. In cases of undue 

delay in bringing the action to a new trial or retrial the courts have 

had to rely on their inherent powers to dismiss. 3 The proposed law 

adopts the rule that an action may be dismissed for want of prosecution 

in the discretion of the court if the action has not been brought to a 

new trial or retrial within two years after it is ordered. This will 

make reliance on inherent powers unnecessary and will make clear the 

time, procedure, and grounds for dismissal. 

The two-year discretionary dismissal period for failure to bring to 

trial has been construed to apply as well to failure to serve and return 

summons. 4 The proposed law clarifies and codifies this rule. 

Conditions on Trial or Dismissal 

By court rule, the court on a motion for discretionary dismissal 

may consider the possibility of imposing conditions on trial or dismissal 

of the action. l The proposed law codifies this rule. 

1. Code Civ. Proc. § 583(a). 

2. See discussion under "Policy of Statute," above. 

3. See, e.g. , Blue Chip Enterprises, Inc. v. Brentwood Sav. & Loan 
Assn., 71 Cal. App.3d 706, 139 Cal. Rptr. 651 (1977). 

4. See, e.g., Black Bros. Co. v. Superior Court, 265 Cal. App.2d 501, 
71 Cal. Rptr. 344 (1968) (disapproved on other grounds in Denham v. 
Superior Court, 2 Cal.3d 557, 468 P .2d 193, 86 Cal. Rp tr. 65 
(1970». 

1. Rule 203.5. See discussion in Lopez. v. Larson, 91 Cal. App.3d 
383, 153 Cal. Rptr. 912 (1979). 
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· Dismissal for Failure to Enter Default 

One of the lesser-known dismissal provisions requires dismissal of 

an action if the plaintiff fails to have default judgment entered within 

three years after either service has been made or the defendant has made 

a general appearance; the time may be extended by written stipulation of 

the parties that is filed with the court. 1 The decisional law under 

this provision is uncertain. Among the numerous exceptions to the 

strict operation of the statute developed by the courts are that entry 

of a response before dismissal makes dismissal improper,2 that the 

provision does not apply Where the default is that of a co-defendant and 

another defendant has answered and the case is progressing,3 that a 

stipulation excuses compliance even if unfiled,4 and that a judgment 

entered after the three-year period may not be set aside on collateral 

attack. 5 

In addition to the limited scope of the dismissal provision created 

by the case law exceptions, the manner in Which the statute operates is 

confusing. It has been held, for example, that entry of a "default" (as 

opposed to a default judgment) is. not sufficient compliance with the 

statute to avoid dismissal,6 and that a bankruptcy injunction preventing 

the plaintiff from proceeding against the defendant is not necessarily 

sufficient to excuse the plaintiff's compliance with the default 

requirement. 7 

The dismissal provision for failure to obtain a default is not well 

understood, nor does it appear to be supported by compelling reasons of 

1. Code Civ. Proc. § 58la(c). 

2. Mustalo v. Mustalo, 37 Cal. App.3d 580, 112 Cal.·Rptr. 594 (1974). 

3. AMP Pinspotters, Inc. v. Peek, 6 Cal. App.3d 443, 86 Cal. Rptr. 46 
(1979) • 

4. General Insurance Co. of America v. Superior Court, 15 Cal.3d 449, 
124 Cal. Rptr. 745, 541 P.2d 289 (1978). 

5. Phillips v. Trusheim, 25 Ca1.2d 913, 156 P.2d 25 (1945). 

6. Jacks v. Lewis, 61 Cal. App.2d 148, 142 P.2d 358 (1943). 

7. Mathews Cadillac, Inc. v. Phoenix of Hartford Ins. Co., 90 Cal. 
App.3d 393, 153 Cal. Rptr. 267 (1979). 
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-. 
orderly judicial administration. There may be practical reasons why the 

plaintiff does not take a default judgment within three years.8 The 

dismissal provision should be repealed in the interest of simplifying 

procedural law. The problem of a plaintiff who unjustifiablY withholds 

entry of default judgment to prolong a claim against a defaulting defen

dant is adequately dealt with by the general provisions governing dis

missal for delay in prosecution. 

Clarification and Codification of Case Law 

The dismissal for lack of prosecution statutes fail to accurately 

reflect the current state of the law. Since the California statutes 

were enacted around 1900 there have been hundreds of appellate cases 

interpreting, clarifying, and rewriting the statutes. 1 The cases have 

developed exceptions to the rules requiring dismissal and have added 

court discretion in many cases where it appears that the delay is excus

able. 2 The statutes should accurately state the law. The proposed law 

codifies the significant case law rules governing dismissal for lack of 

prosecution in the manner described below. 

General appearance. The three-year requirement for service and 

return of process 

appearance in the 

does not 

action. 3 
apFly if the defendant makes a general 

The general 

broadly construed and is not limited" to 

appearance exception has been 

documents filed in an action 

that are commonly regarded as a general appearance. Thus, for example, 

an open stipulation between the parties extending the defendant's time 

8. Where lesser defendants are involved and the main parties engage in 
extended litigation before reaching the trial stage, it is often 
economical to give an "open" stipulation of time to plead to lesser 
defendants, thereby saving counsel fees. Again, arrangements are 
sometimes made that a defendant need not plead pending performance 
of conditions that will result in dismissal of the action by a 
plaintiff-creditor. See, e.g., Merner Lumber Co. v. Silvey 29 Cal. 
App.2d 426, 84 P.2d 1062 (1939). 

1. See discussion under "Introduction," above. 

2. See discussion at 14 Cal. L. Revision Cemm'n Reports 23-24 (1978). 

3. Code Civ. Proc. § 581a(a)-(b}. 
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"to answer or otherwise respond to the complaint is a general appearance 

for purposes of the exception to the service and return requirement. 4 A 

defendant may make a general appearance for purposes of the dismissal 

statute by any act outside the record that shows an intent to submit to 

the general jurisdiction of the court. 5 The proposed law makes clear 

that the service and return requirement is excused if the defendant 

enters into a stipulation or otherwise makes a general appearance in the 

action. 

The statute also specifies that among the acts of the defendant 

that do not constitute a general appearance for purposes of excusing 

service and return is a motion to dismiss for failure to timely serve 

and return summons. 6 The proposed law makes clear that joining a 

motion to dismiss with a motion to quash service or a motion to set 

aside a default judgment does not transform the motion into a general 

appearance. 7 

Stipulation extending time. The time within which service must be 

made and returned, and the time within which an action must be brought 

to trial, may be extended by written stipulation of the parties filec 

with the court.8 The requirement that the stipulation be filed is 
9 unduly restrictive; parties in the ordinary course of conduct of civil 

litigation rely on unfiled open stipulations extending time. 10 The 

proposed law permits an extension of time upon presentation to the court 

4. 

5. 

6. 

7. 

8. 

9. 

10. 

See, e.g., Knapp v. Superior Court, 70 Cal. App.3d 799, 145 Cal. 
Rptr. 154 (1978). 

See, e.g., General Ins. Co. v. Superior Court, 15 Cal.3d 449, 541 
P.2d 289, 124 Cal. Rptr. 745 (1975). 

Code Civ. Proc. § 581a{e). 

See, e.g., Dresser v. Superior Court, 231 Cal. App.2d 68,41 Cal. 
Rptr. 473 \1965) (motion to quash and dismiss); Pease v. City of 
San Diego, 93 Cal. App.2d 705, 209 P.2d 845 (1949) (motion to set 
aside default judgment and dismiss). 

Code Civ. Proc. §§ 581a(a)-(c) and 583(b)-(d). 

See, e.g., Woley v. Turkus, 51 Cal.2d 402, 334 P.2d 12 (1958) (oral 
stipulation made in open court and shown by minute order acts as 
written and filed stipulation). 

See, ~ Obgerfeld v. Obgerfeld, 134 Cal. App.2d 541, 286 P.2d 
462 (1955) (exchange of letters). 
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of an unfiled written stipulation; this recognizes that the manner and 

timing of presenting a written stipulation may vary. 

Section 583 p~rmits an extension upon written stipulation of the 

parties of the three-year period within which an action must be again 

brought to trial following the trial court's granting of a new trial or 

a retrial. ll However, no provision is made for extension by written 

stipulation of the three-year period within which a new trial must again 

be brought to trial following an appeal. 12 This difference in treatment 

is unwarranted and is apparently due to an oversight in drafting. The 

proposed law makes clear that the three-year period for a new trial 

following an appeal may be extended by written stipulation. 

Waiver and estoppel. In some situations the defendant may be found 

to have waived the protection of the dismissal statutes or to be estopped 

by conduct from claiming the protection of the statutes. A waiver or 

estoppel may occur, for example, where the defendant has entered into a 

stipulation,13 has failed to assert the statute,14 or has acted in a 

manner that misleads the plaintiff. 15 The existence of the excuses of 

waiver and estoppel is not reflected in the dismissal statutes. The 

proposed law makes clear that .the rules of waiver and estoppel are 

app lica b >Ie • 

Excuse where prosecution impossible, impracticable, ~ futile. In 

addition to the excuses expressly provided by statute .from compliance 

with the timely prosecution requirements, the cases have found implied 

excuses where timely prosecution was impossible, impracticable, or 

11. Code Civ. Proc. § 583(c)-(d). 

12. See, e.g., Neustadt v. Skernswell, 99 Cal. App.2d 293,221 P.2d 694 
(1950) • 

13. See, e.g., Knapp v. Superior Court, 79 Cal. App.3d 799, 145 Cal. 
Rp tr. 154 (1978). 

14. See, e.g., Southern Pacific v. Seaboard Mills, 207 Cal. App.2d 97, 
24 Cal. Rptr. 276 (1962). 

15. See, e.g., Tresway Aero, Inc. v. Superior Court, 5 Cal.3d 431,487 
P.2d 1211, 96 Cal. Rptr. 571 (1971). 
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16 futile. Examples of situations where this excuse may be applicable 

include delay caused by clogged trial calendars, delay due to litigation 

or appeal of related 

mul tip Ie part ies. 17 

matters, and delay caused by complications involving 

delay caused by a 

The proposed law expressly recognizes 

stay or injunction of proceedings and by 

an excuse for 

litigation 

over the validity of service, as well-as delay caused by the impossibility, 

impracticability, or futility of timely prosecution for other reasons. 

Application to individual parties and causes of action. The 

existing statutes refer to dismissal of an action for delay in pro

secution without distinguishing among parties or causes of action. In 

some cases is necessary to dismiss an action as to some but not all 

parties, or to dismiss some but not all causes of action. 18 The proposed 

law is drafted to make clear this flexibility. 

Special proceedings. By their terms, the statutes governing 

delay in prosecution apply to "actions." Nonetheless, the statutes 

have been applied in special proceedings. 19 The proposed law states 

expressly that the statutes apply to a special proceeding where incor

porated by reference. 20 In addition, the proposed law makes clear that 

the statutes may be applied by the court where appropriate in special 

proceedings that are in the nature of a-civil action and adversary in 

character. 21 

16. See, e.g., Wyoming Pac. Oil v. Preston, 50 Cal.2d 736, 329 P.2d 489 
(1958) (Section 581a); Crown Coach Corp. v. Superior Court, 8 
Cal.3d 540, 503 P.2d 1347, 105 Cal. Rptr. 339 (1972). 

17. See, e.g., cases cited in 2 California Civil Procedure Before Trial 
§ 31.25 (Cal. Cont. Ed. Bar 1978). 

18. See, e.g., Watson v. Superior Court, 24 Cal. App.3d 53, 100 Cal. 
Rptr. 684 (1972); J.A. Thompson & Sons, Inc. v. Superior Court, 215 
Cal. App.2d 719, 30 Cal. Rptr. 471 (1968); Fisher v. Superior 
Court, 157 Cal. App.2d 126, 320 P.2d 894 (1958). 

19. See, e.g., Big Bear Municipal Water Dist. v. Superior Court, 269 
Cal. App.2d 919, 75 Cal. Rptr. 580 (1969) (eminent domain). 

20. See, e.g., Section 1230.040 (rules of practice in civil actions 
applicable in eminent domain); Rule 1233, Cal. Rules of Court 
(delay in prosecution statutes applicable in family law proceedings). 

21. See, e.g., 4 B. Witkin, California Procedures, Proceedings Without 
Trial § 80 (1971). 
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The Commission's recommendation would be effectuated by enactment 

of the fOllowing measure: 

An act to amend Section 581 of, to add Chapter 1.5 (commencing with 

Section 583.110) to Title 8 of Part 2 of, and to repeal Sections 581a 

and 583 of, the Code of Civil Procedure, relating to dismissal of civil 

actions for lack of prosecution. 

The people of the State of California do enact as follows: 

SECTION 1. Section 581 of the Code of Civil Procedure is amended 

to read: 

581. An action may be dismissed in the following cases: 

~T (a) By plaintiff, by written request to the clerk, filed with 

the papers in case, or by oral or written request to the judge where 

there is no clerk, at any time before the actual commencement of trial, 

upon payment of the costs of the clerk or judge; provided, that affirma

tive relief has not been sought by the cross-complaint of the defendant, 

and provided further that there is no motion pending for an order trans

ferring the action to another court under the provisions of Section 

396b'. If a provisional remedy has b.een allowed, the undertaking shall 

upon sHeh dismissal be delivered by the clerk or judge to the defendant 

who may have his ~ action thereon. A trial shall be deemed to be 

actually commenced at the beginning of the opening statement of the 

plaintiff or his counsel, and if there sfis~~ he is no opening statement, 

then at the time of the administering of the oath or affirmation to the 

first witness, or the introduction of any evidence. 

~T (b) By either party, upon the written consent of the other. No 

dismissal mentioned in subdivisions ~ (a) and ~ ep ~his see~ieft (b) 

shall be granted unless, upon the written consent of the attorney of 

record of the party or parties applying therefor, or if saeh.consent is 

not obtained upon order of the court after notice to saeh the attorney. 

i> ... (c) By the court, when either party fails to appear on the trial 

and the other party appears and asks for the dismissal, or when a demurrer 

is sustained without leave to amend, or when, after a demurrer to the 

complaint has been sustained with leave to amend, the plaintiff fails to 

-10-
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Code of Civil Procedure 581a 

amend it within the time allowed by the court, and either party moves 

for 5~eft dismissal. 

4~ (d) By the court, with prejudice to the cause, When upon the 

trial and before the final submission of the case, the plaintiff abandons 

it. 

5T (e) The provisions of subdivision t; e¥ ~ft4e eee~4eft (a) shall 

not prohibit a party from dismissing with prejudice, either by written 

request to the clerk or oral or written request to the judge, as the 

case may be, any cause of action at any time before decision rendered by 

the court. Provided, however, that no such dismissal with prejudice 

shall have the effect of dismissing a cross-complaint filed in ea4e 

the action. Dismissals without prejudice may be had in either of the 

manners provided for in subdivision t e~ ~ft4e 5ee~4eft (a) , after actual 

commencement of the trial, either by consent of all of the parties to 

the trial or by order of court on showing of just cause therefor. 

e~ (f) By the court without prejudice when no party appears for 

trial following 30 days notice of, time and place for trial. 

ill ~ the court without prejudice pursuant to Chapter 1.5 (commencing 

with Section 583.110). 

Comment. Subdivision (g) is added to Section 581 in recognition of 
the relocation of the dismissal for lack of prosecution provisions from 
former Sections 581a and 583 to Sections 583.110-583.430. A dismissal 
for lack of prosecution is without prejudice. See, e.g., Elling Corp. 
v. Superior Court, 48 Cal. App.3d 89, 123 Cal. Rptr. 734 (1975) (dis
missal for failure to timely serve and return summons); Hill v. San 
Francisco, 268 Cal. App.2d 874, 74 Cal. Rptr. 381 (1969) (dismissal for 
failure to timely bring to trial; Stephan v. American Home Builders, 21 
Cal. App.3d 402, 98 Cal. Rptr. 354 (1971) (discretionary dismissal). 
The other changes in Section 581 are technical. 

36259 

SEC. 2. Section 581a of the Code of Civil Procedure is repealed. 

~t3aT ~af W9 a~~~9a h9~a~9~9~a 9~ ha~9a~~a~ ~9mmaaQ9a 9y Q~*a~a~ 

&ha~* 98 ~Q~~ha~ ~~9SaQQ~aaT aaa a9 ~Q~~ha~ ~F9aaaa~ag9 6ha~~ 96 haa 

~heFe~ftT afta a~~ ae~~6fte fte~e~efe~e 9~ he~eef~e~ eemmeaeea efta~ be 

a~am~aaee by ~fte eeH~~ 4ft wft~eft ~fte eame efta~~ ftaye eeeft eemmefteea; eft 

~~a ewe m6~~eaT 6~ ea ~fte me~~ea ef aay ~a~~y ~a~e~ee~e4 ~fte~e~ftT wae~fte~ 
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~ame~ as a P&~~y e~ ae~, fta~ess, ~~ a sftmmeas ~s ft&~ pe~ft~pee, ~he 

&EgeB-B&~~a~R~ ~S ee~yee wf~h~R ~h~ee yea~e a~~e~ ~ke f~~~Rg e~ ~he 

eEgee-e~~a~R~ e~ sR~eeeT ~f a BsmmeRe 4e ~e~sf~eeT ~he 9ftmm9Re ea ~he 

e~eee-ee~~a~R~ ~e ee~yee aRe ~e~s~R ma~e w~~h~R ~k~ee yea~s af~e~ ~he 

~~~~Rg e~ ~he e~eee-eam~~a~R~T e*e~~ wRe~e ~ke ~a~~~ee Raye f~~e~ a 

e~~s*~~eR ~R W~~~fRg ~ka~ ~Re ~~me may Be e*~ea~e~ e~T 4f a esmmeae ~e 

~~s4~e~T ~he ~a~~y aga~ae~ wham ee~y4ee wes*~ e~he~ee ha¥8 ~e ae m~Q 

hae ma4e a geRe~a* ~~Qa~aaQe ~a ~he ae~~eaT 

fet A±~ ee~feae, he~e~e~epe e~ hepea~~ep eemmeaeeeT eRe*~ Be efe

mfs9ee ay ~he eesp~ fa whfeh ~he eeme may Be peaafRgT ea f~9 ewe me~feaT 

e~ eR ~he me~4ea e~ eay ~a~~y fa~e~ee~e~ ~he~a~aT ff ae aRewe~ Rae aeaa 

~~l~ a~~e~ e~~ke~ ea~iea hae 98eR ma~e g~ ~he da~eR~Rt hae made a 

geaepe~ sp~eapaaeBT ff ~~~a~f~f fef*9T e~ hae faf~e~T ~9 haye ~s~gmea~ 

ea~e~eQ W~~h~R ~hpee ysape af~ep eepyfee hae gesR maae e~ sssh a~~eapaase 

ay ~he ae~sa~ea~T sRe~~ wRSPS ~hs ~ap~fse hays ff~sa a e~f~s~a~~ea fa 

~f~fRg ~ha~ ~ke ~~me may as s*~QRaQaT 

fet ~s ~fme aspfag whfsh ~hs ae~eRa9R~ wee ae~ amsa9a*e ~e ~ke 

~peesee e~ ~ks sesp~ eRa~~ Re~ ae fRe*s~e~ fa e~e~fag ~ke ~fme ~spfea 

epeefffee fa ~hf9 gee~feaT 

fat A me~~eR ~e a~emfee ~upeeaa~ ~e ~ke ~~eyfefeae ef ~kfe eee~feR 

eha~~ RetT Re~ 9ha~~ aay e*~eaefea a~ ~fme ~e ~~saa af~sp 8SeS a me~feaT 

gp 8~~s"a~~aR Q1i~eRa4Rg tfme ~ap gapy4ea a~ 8smmeR,e aaa ~a~SPR '~ka~Qe~T 

eeae~~~s~e a geRe~a* ~~eapaRssT 

Comment. The substance of the first portions of subdivisions Ca) 
and (b) of former Section 581a is continued in Sections 583.210 (time for 
service and return) and 583.240 (mandatory dismissal). The substance of 
the last portions of subdivisions (a) and (b) is continued in Sections 
583.220 (extension of time) and 583.230 (computation of time). 

Subdivision (c) is not continued. The provision was not well 
understood and was subject to numerous implied exceptions in the case 
law. 

The substance of subdivision (d) is continued in subdivision (a) of 
Section 583.230 (computation of time). 

The substance of subdivision (e) is continued in Section 583.210(b) 
(time for service and return). 
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SEC. 3. Section 583 of the Code of Civil Procedure is repealed. 

9g~T t~* ~e eeHF~T ~ft ~~e e~eeFe~~eftT ma~ e~effi~ee aft ae~~ea ~eF 

waa~ e~ ~peeeeH~~ea ~HFeHaa~ ~e ~k~a aHba~y~e~ea ~~ ~~ ~a ae~ bFeHgk~ ~e 

~F~a~ w~~R~a ~we ¥eaF8 a~~QF ~~ wae '~~Qay ~Q ?FQQeaQFQ 'eF 9s~a~a~ag 

a~ e~am~aaal aka±± be ~ft aeeaFeaaee w4~R FH±e8 aa~~eft sy ~ke JHafef~ 

GeHae"~" 

{s~ Aay ae~~Qa ReFe~e~QFQ QF ReFea~~eF eemmeaeea aRa~~ se afamfaaea 

sy ~RQ QaQF~ ~a wR~ek ~Re aame QRa~~ Raye seea eemmeaeea 9F ~e wa~ek ~~ 

may se ~Fa9&'eFFeft ea me~~ea e~ ~Re ae'eaaaa~T a'~eF aue a9~~ee ~Q 

?~a~a~~" QF sy ~Re eeHF~ Q~ea ~~a ewe me~~aaT ua±eee auek ae~~&a fa 

BFeQgR~ ~e ~F~a± w~~R~a '~ye ¥eaFa a'~eF ~ka ?~e~a~~'~ Raa '~~ea R~a 

aQ~4QaT a*a9?~ waeFe ~Re ?aF~~ea RaYe £~~aa a a~~?u~a~~ea ~a wF~~~ag 

~ka~ ~ke ~fffie may &e eH~eaaeaT 

~} Whea ~a aay ae~~eR a'~eF ~QQ8mea~T a m9~~ea '9F a Rew ~F~a~ kae 

beeft meae aaa a aew ~F~el gpea~eaT aHek ae~~ea eka~~ se afam~eaea ea 

me~~ea e~ ea~eaeaa~ a~~eF eHe ae~~ee ~e ~~a~a~4~~T eF sy ~Re eeHF~ e~ 

~~e ewe me~~eaT f~ ae ~?ea~ Rae seea ~akeaT Ha±ees sHek ae~~aa ~S 

e~u8R~ ~9 ~F~a~ w4~R~a ~RFee yeaFs a'~eF ~Re ea~Fy 9~ ~k9 9FaeF gpaa~~ag 

a aew ~p~a~T Q*e~~ waea ~Re ?aF~~Qa Rave £~±ea a e~~?Q~a~~ea ~a wF~~~ag 

~ka~ ~ke ~~me may se eH~eaaeaT Whea ~a aR ae~49a a~~ep ~Hagmea~T sa 

a~ea± kae beea ~akea aae ;Qagmea~ FeYeFeee Wf~R eaHee Femaaaea £eF a 

Rew ~Fia~ t9F ~eR aR a??ea~ kae SeeR ~akea 'pem aa 9Fa9F gpaa~~ag a aew 

~~a± aaa s~ek ~aeF ~s a££4Fmea 9a a~~ea~tT ~ke ae~~ea mHS~ ee a~em~seea 

ey ~kQ ~F~S± eeQF~T ea me~~9a 9£ ae'eaaaa~ a£~eF aHe ae~4ee ~e ~~e~a~~~£T 

&E a¥ ~~a awe me~~aaT Ha±eea epeQgk~ ~e ~F~a~ w~~R~a ~RFee yeaFs £pem 

~ke ea~e H~9a wk~ek Fem~~~~~QF ~e £~~ea sy ~ke e~eFk e' ~Re ~F~a~ e9HF~T 

~9~R~ag ~a ~R~9 eQsQfYf8~9a 8RS~~ Fe~Qip9 ~R9 Q"em~e9a± 9' sa ae~~9a 

?~LQ~ ~Q tRe e~L~a~4QR Q£ ~Re 'iye-¥Qa~ ?s~LQa pFeeeF~gea 9¥ eQ9Q~y~e~9a 

{af Whsa La aa¥ ae~i9a a ~F~a~ kae eemmeaeea SQ~ ae jQagmea~ Rae 

seea ea~eFe& ~ReFe~a see~Hee e¥ ~ ffife~F~a± eF beeaHee ~ jHF~ ~e Ha~s±e 

~e Fesek ~ aee~e4eaT eHek ae~~ea eka~± se af8m~8sea ea ~Re me~~ea e£ 

ae¥eaa~ft~ a¥~eF aHe fte~~ee ~e ~±a~ft~~£~ eF e~ ~Re eeHF~ e~ ~~e ewe 

me~~eaT Hft±eee SHeft ae~~ea fe aga~ft eFeHgk~ ~e ~F~a~ wf~k~a ~RFee yeaF9 
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§ 583.110 

a~e~ eR~py af aft e~aep ey ~he eeap~ aee±ap~ftg ~he m~9~p~a± e~ a~eagpee

meft~ &y ~he j~PYT e*e~~ wae~e ~he ~ap~~ee ha¥e f~±ea a e~~~~±a~~eR ~R 

WF~~~Rg ~ha~ ~he ~~me may &e e*~eRaeaT 

fet ~e~ ~he ~a~eeae ef ~h~e eee~~eRT ~e~~eRll ~Re±eaee aR ae~eR 

~9mmeR~e& &y Q~e&&-~9m~±a~a~T 

fft ~e ~~me aar~Rg wft~eh ~he aefaRaaR~ wae Re~ ameRasie ~e ~ha 

~~eeeee ef ~ha &9ar~ aRa ~ha ~~me aa~4ag wh~eh ~he je~~e&4e~~eR e~ ~he 

Qear~ ~Q ~ry ~he Be~~eR 4& eae~eRaeQ ehB±± Re~ &e ~Re*aaea ~R ee~a~4Rg 

~Ae ~~me ~e~4ea e~ee4f~eQ 4R Bay ea&Q4y4e~eR ef ~A~e eee~4eRT 

Comment. The first sentence of subdivision (a) of former Section 
583 is superseded by Section 583.420 (time for discretionary dismissal). 
The substance of the second sentence of subdivision (a) is continued in 
Section 583.410 (discretionary dismissal). The substance of subdi
visions (b}, (c), and (d) is continued in Sections 583.310 (time for 
trial), 583.320 (time for new trial), 583.330 (extension of time), and 
583.350 (mandatory dismissal). The substance of subdivision (e) is 
continued in Section 583.110 (definitions). The substance of subdivision 
(f) is continued in Section 583.340 (computation of time). 

26813 

SEC. 4. Chapter 1.5 (commencing with Section 583.110) is added to 

Title 8 of Part 2 of the Code of Civil Procedure to read: 

CHAPTER 1.5. DISMISSAL FOR DELAY IN PROSECUTION 

Article 1. Definitions and General Provisions 

§ 583.110. Definitions 

583.110. As used in this chap ter, unless the provision or context 

otherwise requires: 

(a) "Action" includes a cause of action or claim for affirmative 

relief. 

(b) "Complaint" includes cross-complaint, petition, complaint in 

intervention, or other papers by which an action is brought. 

(c) "Defendant" includes cross-defendant, respondent, or other 

party against whom an action is brought. 

(d) "Plaintiff" includes cross-complainant, petitioner, complainant 

in intervention, or other party by whom an action is brought. 
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§ 583.120 

Comment. Subdivision (a) of Section 583.110 supersedes subdivision 
(e) of former Section 583. It implements the policy of permitting 
separate treatment of individual parties and causes of action, where 
appropriate. As used in this chapter, "action" does not include a 
statement of interest in or claim to prq,erty made solely in a responsive 
pleading. Subdivisions (bJ, (c), and (d) are new. 

26814 

§ 583.120. App lica t ion of chap ter 

583.120. (a) This chapter applies to a civil action and does not 

apply to a special proceeding excep t to the extent incorporated by 

reference in the special proceeding. 

(bJ Notwithstanding subdivision (a), the court may in its discretion 

apply this chapter to a special proceeding or that part of a special 

proceeding that is ,in the nature of a civil action and is adversary in 

character except to the extent the special proceeding provides a differ

ent rule or the application would be inappropriate. 

Comment. Section 583.120 is new. Subdivision (a) preserves the 
effect of existing law. See, e.g., Big Bear Municipal Water Dist. v. 
Superior Court, 269 Cal. App.2d 919, 75, Cal. Rptr. 580 (1969) (dismissal 
provisions applicable in eminent domain proceedings by virtue of incorpor
ation by reference of civil procedures); Rule 1233, Cal. Rules of Court 
(dismissal for lack of prosecution provisions incorpora.ted specifically 
in family law proceedings). 

Subdivision (bJ gives the court latitude to apply the provisions of 
this chap ter in special proceedings where appropriate. The application 
would be inappropriate in special proceedings such as a decedent's 
estate. See, e.g., Horney v. Superior Court, 83 Cal. App.2d 262, 188 
f.2d 552 (1948). In addition a special proceeding may prescribe different 
rules. Cf. Civil Code § 3147 (discretionary dismissal of action to 
foreclose-IDechanics lien). 

405/434 

§ 583.130. Policy statement 

583.130. It is the policy of the state that a plaintiff shall 

proceed with reasonable diligence in the prosecution of an action but 

that all parties shall cooperate in bringing the action to trial or 

other disposition. In the case of conflict, the policy favoring the 

right of parties to make stipulations in their own interests and the 
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policy favoring trial or other disposition of an action on the merits 

are generally to be preferred over the policy that requires reasonable 

diligence in the prosecution of an action. 

Comment. Section 583.130 is new. It is consistent with statements 
in the cases of the preference for trial on the merits. See, e.g. , 
General Ins. Co. v. Superior Court, 15 Cal.3d 449, 541 P.2d 289, 124 
Cal. Rptr. 745 (1975); Denham v. Superior Court, 2 Cal.3d 557, 468 P.2d 
193, 86 Cal. Rptr. 65 (1970); Weeks v. Roberts, 68 Cal.2d 802, 442 
P.2d 361, 69 Cal. Rptr. 305 (1968). 

.26815 

§ 583.140. Waiver and estoppel 

583.140. Nothing in this chapter abrogates or otherwise affects 

the princip les of waiver and es topp el. 

Comment. Section 583.140 is new. This chapter does not alter and 
is supplemented by general rules of waiver and estoppel. See, e.g., 
Southern Pacific v. Seaboard Mills, 207 Cal. App. 2 d 97, 24 Cal. Rp tr. 
276 (1962) (waiver of failure to timely bring to trial); Tresway Aero, 
Inc. v. Superior Court, 5 Cal.3d 431, 96 Cal. Rptr. 571, 487 P.2d 1211 
(1971) (estoppel to assert failure to timely serve and return summons). 

26960 

§ 583.150. Transitional provisions 

583.150. (a) This chapter applies to a motion for dismissal made 

on or after the effective date of this chap ter. 

(b) This chapter does not affect an order dismissing an action made 

before the effective date. A motion for dismissal made before the 

effective date is governed by the applicable law in effect immediately 

before the effective date of this chapter and for this purpose the law 

in effect immediately before the effective date of this chapter 

continues in effect. 

Comment. Section 583.150 expresses the legislative policy of 
making the provisions of this chap ter immediately applicable to the 
greatest extend practicable, subject to limitations to avoid disturbing 
prior dismissals and pending motions for dismissal. 
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Article 2. Mandatory Time for Service and Return 

§ 583.210. Time for service and return 

§ 583.210 
26969 

583.210. (a) The summons and complaint shall be served upon a 

defendant and return or other proof of service shall be made within 

three years after the action is commenced against the defendant. For 

purposes of this subdivision an action is commenced at the time the 

complaint is filed. 

(b~ This section does not apply if the defendant enters into a 

stipulation in writing or otherwise makes a general appearance in the 

action. For purposes of this section none of the following constitutes 

a general appearance in the action: 

(1) A stipulation extending the time within which service and 

return must be made pursuant to this article. 

(2) A motion to dismiss made pursuant to this chapter, whether 

joined with a motion to quash service or a motion to set aside a default 

judgment, or otherwise. 

(3) An extension of time to plead after a motion to dismiss made 

pursuant to this chap ter. 

Comment. Subdivision (a) of Section 583.210 is drawn from the 
first portions of subdivisions (a) and (b) of former Section 581a. For 
exceptions and exclusions, see subdivision (b~ (general appearance) and 
Sections 583.220 (extension of time) and 583.230 (computation of time). 
Subdivision (a) applies to a cross-complaint from the time the cross
complaint is filed. See Section 583.110 ("action" and "complaint" 
defined). Subdivision (a) applies to a defendant sued by a fictitious 
n~e from the time the complaint is filed and to a defendant added by 
amendment of the complaint from the time the amendment is made. See, 
e.g., Austin v. Mass. Bonding & Ins. Co., 56 Cal.2d 596, 15 Cal. Rptr. 
817, 364 P.2d 681 (1961); Elling Corp. v. Superior Court, 48 Cal. App.3d 
89, 123 Cal. Rptr. 734 (1975); Warren v. A.T. & S.F. Ry. Co., 19 Cal. 
App.3d 24, 96 Cal. Rptr. 317 (1971). 

Subdivision (b~ continues the substance of the last portion of 
subdivisions (a) and (b) and subdivision (e) of former Section 581a. It 
adopts case law that a defendant may make a general appearance for the 
purposes of this. chapter by an act outside the record that shows an 
intent to submit to the general jurisdiction of the court. See, e.g., 
General Ins. Co. v. Superior Court, 15 Cal.3d 449, 541 P.2d 289, 124 
Cal. Rptr. 745 (1975) (stipulation). However, the combination of a 
motion to dismiss with other relevant motions does not constitute a 
general appearance. See, e.g., Dresser v. Superior Court, 231 Cal. 
App.2d 68, 41 Cal. Rp~r. 473 (1965) (motion to quash and dismiss); Pease 
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v. City of San Diego, 93 Cal. App.2d 705, 209 P.2d 843 (1949) (motion to 
set aside default judgment and dismiss). For other acts constituting a 
general appearance, see Sections 396b-and 1014. Subdivision (b) applies 
to a cross-defendant only to the extent the cross-defendant has made a 
general appearance for the purposes of the cross-complaint. See Section 
583.110 ("action" and "defendant" defined). 

999/318 

§ 583.220. Extension of time 

583.220. The parties may by written stipulation extend the time 

within which service and return must be made pursuant to this article. 

The stipulation need not be filed but, if it is not filed, the stipula

tion shall be brought to the attention of the court if relevant to a 

motion for dismissal. 

Comment. Section 583.220 is drawn from the last portion of subdi
visions (a) and (b) of former Section S81a. The requirement that the 
stipulation be filed is not continued; it was unduly restrictive. 

27237 

§ 583.230. Computation of time 

583.230. In computing the time within which service and return 

must be made pursuant to this articl~, there shall be excluded the time 

during which any of the following conditions existed: 

(a) The defendant was not amenable to the process of the court. 

(b) The prosecution of the action or proceedings in the action was 

stayed and the stay affected service and return. 

(c) The validity of service or return was the subject of litigation 

by the parties. 

(d) Service and return, for any other reason, waS impossible, 

impracticable, or futile. 

Comment. Subdivision (a) of Section 583.230 continues the substance 
of subdivision (d) of former Section 581a. Subdivisions (b) and (d) are 
based on excap tions to the three-year service period stated in appellate 
decisions. Subdivision (c) is new; it applies where the person to be 
served is aware of the action btlt challenges jurisdiction of the court 
or sufficiency of service. 
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§ 583.240. Mandatory dismissal 

§ 583.240 
27422 

583.240. If service and return are not made in an action within 

the time prescribed in this article: 

(a) The action shall not be further prosecuted and no further 

proceedings shall be held in the action. 

(b) The action shall be dismissed by the court on its own motion or 

on motion of any person interested in the action, Whether named as a 

party or not. 

Comment. Section 583.240 continues the substance of the first 
portions of subdivisions (a) and (b) of former Section 581a. The pro
visions of this section are subject to waiver and estoppel. See Section 
583.140 (waiver and estoppel). 

28763 

Article 3. Mandatory Time for Bringing Action to Trial or New Trial 

§ 583.310. Time for trial 

583.310. An action shall be'brought to trial within five years 

after the action is commenced against the defendant. 

Comment. Section 583.310 is drawn from a portion of subdivision 
(b) of former Section 583. For exceptions and exclusions, see Sections 
583.330 (extension of time) and 583.340 (computation of time). 

4642 

§ 583.320. Time for new trial 

583.320. (a) If a new trial is granted in the action the action 

shall again be brought to trial within the following times: 

(1) If a trial is commenced but no judgment is entered because of 

a mistrial or because a jury is unable to reach a decision, within three 

years after the order of the court declaring the mistrial or the disa

greement of the jury is entered. 

(2) If after judgment a new trial is granted and no appeal is 

taken, within three years after the order granting the new trial is 

entered. 

(3) If on appeal an order granting a new trial is affirmed or a 

judgment is reversed and the action remanded for a new trial, within 
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three years after the remittitur is filed by the clerk of the trial 

court. 

(b) Nothing in this section requires an action again to be brought 

to trial before expiration of the time prescribed in Section 583.310. 

Comment. Section 583.320 is drawn from portions of subdivisions 
(c) and Cd) of former Section 583. For exceptions and exclusions, see 
Sections 583.330 (extension of time) and 583.340 (computation of time). 

36265 

§ 583.330. Extension of time 

583.330. The parties may by written stipulation extend the time 

within which an action must be brought to trial pursuant to this article. 

The stipulation need not be filed but, if it is not filed, the stipulat

ion shall be brought to the attention of the court if relevant to a 

motion for dismissal. 

Comment. Section 583.330 continues the substance of portions of 
subdivisions (c) and (d) of former Section 583, and extends to actions 
in which there has been an appeal. This overrules prior case law. See, 
e.g., cases cited in Good v. State, 273 Cal. App.2d 587, 590, 78 Cal. 
Rptr. 316, (1969). The requirement that the stipulation be filed 
is not continued,; it was unduly restrictive. 

36249 

§ 583.340. Computation of time 

583.340. In computing the time within which an action must be 

brought to trial pursuant to this article, there shall be excluded the 

time during which any of the following conditions existed: 

(a) The jurisdiction of the court to try the action was suspended. 

(b) Prosecution or trial of the action was stayed or enjoined. 

(c) Bringing the action to trial, for any other reason, was impos

sible, impracticable, or futile. In making a determination pursuant to 

this subdivision the court shall make a reasonable allowance for the 

period of delay caused by special circumstances that hindered the 

plaintiff in bringing the action to trial within the time prescribed in 

this article. 

Comment. Subdivision (a) of Section 583.340 continues the sub
stance of the last portion of subdivision (f) of former Section 583. 
Subdivision (b) codifies existing case law. 
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Subdivision (c) codifies the case law "impossible, impractical, or 
futile" standard, but prescribes a more liberal interp retation of the 
standard. See Section 583.130 (policy statement). Under subdivision 
(c) special circumstances would include such factors beyond the control 
of the party as death (contrast Anderson v. Superior Court, 187 Cal. 95, 
200 Pac. 963 (1921», illness (contrast Singelyn v. Superior Court, 62 
Cal. App.3d 972, 133 Cal. Rptr. 486 (1976», or necessary absence of a 
party or counsel for a party (see, e.g., Pacific Greyhound Lines v. 
Superior Court, 28 Cal.2d 61, 168 P.2d 665 (1946», cessation of law 
practice by counsel, disqualification, disbarment, or suspension of 
counsel, abandonment of the interests of the party by counsel without 
the partiCipation or acquiesence of the party, loss of position on trial 
calendar (cf. Woley v. Turkus, 51 Cal.2d 402, 334 P.2d 12 (1958», and 
congested trial calendar (see e.g., Goers v. Superior Court, 57 Cal. 
App.3d 72, 129 Cal. Rptr. 29 (1976». Subdivision (c) would also 
enable the court to make an allowance for such matters as delay occa
sioned by numerous parties or pleadings (see, e.g., Brunzell Constr. Co. 
v. Wagner, 2 Cal.3d 545, 86 Cal. Rptr. 297, 468 P.2d 553 (1970», sever
ance of a cause or issue for separate trial (cf. Pasadena v. Alhambra, 
33 Cal.2d 908, 207 P.2d 17 (1949», requirement for or pendency of 
arbitration (see, e.g., Section 1141.17; Brown v. Engstrom, 89 Cal. 
App.3d 513, 152 Cal. Rptr. 628 (1979», desirability of awaiting deter
mination of an issue in another case (cf. Rose v. Knapp, 38 Cal.2d 114, 
237 P.2d 981 (1951», and prior entry-or-judgment in the action by 
default or by action other than trial (see, e.g., Maguire v. Collier, 49 
Cal. App.3d 309, 122 Cal. Rptr. 510 (1975». 

29636 

§ 583.350. Mandatory dismissal 

583.350. An action shall be dismissed by the court on its own 

motion or on motion of the defendant if the action is not brought to 

trial within the time prescribed in this article. 

Comment. Section 583.350 continues the substance of portions of 
subdivisions (b), (c), and (d) of former Section 583, with the exception 
of the references to due notice to the plaintiff, which duplicated 
general provisions. See Sections 1005 and 1005.5 (notice of motion). 

36267 

Article 4'. Discretionary Dismissal for Delay 

§ 583.410. Discretionary dismissal 

583.410. (a) The court may in its discretion dismiss an action 

for delay in prosecution pursuant to this article if to do so appears to 

the court appropriate under the circumstances of the case. 

(b) Dismissal shall be pursuant to the procedure and in accordance 

with the criteria prescribed by rules sdopted by the Judicial Council. 
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Comment. Section 583.410 continues the substance of subdivision 
(a) of former Section 583. It makes clear the authority of the Judicial 
Council to prescribe criteria. See subdivision (e) of Rule 203.5 of the 
California Rules of Court (matters considered by court in ruling on 
motion). Section 583.410 prescribes the exclusive authority of a court 
to order discretionary dismissal for delay in prosecution of an action. 
See, e.g. , Weeks v. Roberts, 68 Cal.2d 802, 442 P.2d 361, 69 Cal. Rptr. 
305 (1968) (two-year statute limits court's inherent power to dismiss 
for want of prosecution at any time). Nothing in Section 583.410 limits 
any applicable remedies for abuse of process by a party. 

36266 

§ 583.420. Time for discretionary dismissal 

583.420. The court may dismiss an action pursuant to this article 

for delay in prosecution in any of the following circumstances: 

(a) Service and return are not made one year before the time 

within Which service and return must be made pursuant to Article 2 

(commencing with Section 583.210). 

(b) The action is not brought to trial two years before the time 

within which an action must be brought to trial pursuant to Article 3 

(commencing with Section 583.310). 

(c) A new trial is granted and the action is not again brought to 

trial one year before the time within Which an action must again be 

brought to trial pursuant to Article 3 (commencing with Section 583.310). 

Comment. Subdivision (a) of Section 583.420 continues the substance 
of former Section 583(a) as it related to the authority of the court to 
dismiss for delay in making service and return. See, e.g., Black Bros. 
Co. v. Superior Court, 265 Cal. App.2d 501, 71 Cal. Rptr. 344 (1968) 
(two-year discretionary dismissal statute applicable to dismissal for 
delay in service and return) (disapproved on other grounds in Denham v. 
Superior Court, 2 Cal.3d 557, 468 P.2d 193, 86 Cal. Rptr. 65 (1970». 

Subdivision (b) changes the two-year discretionary dismissal period 
of former Section 583(a) for delay in bringing to trial to three years. 

Subdivision (c) codifies the effect of cases stating the authority 
of the court to dismiss for delay in bringing to a new trial under 
inherent power of the court. See, e.g., Blue·Chip Enterprises, Inc. v. 
Brentwood Sav. & Loan Assn., 71 Cal. APp.3d 706, 139 Cal Rptr. 651 
(1977). . 

36268 

§ 583.430. Authority of court 

583.430. (a) In a proceeding for dismissal of an action pursuant 

to this article for delay in prosecution the court in its discretion may 
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36268 

§ 583.430. Authority of court 

583.430. (a) In a proceeding for dismissal of an action pursuant 

to this article for delay in prosecution the court in its discretion may 

require as a condition of granting or denial of dismissal that the 

parties comply with such terms as appear to the court proper to effectuate 

substantial justice. 

(b) The court may make any order necessary to effectuate the 

authority provided in this section, including but not limited to provisional 

and conditional orders. 

Comment. Section 583.430 is new. It codifies a portion of Rule 
203.5 of the California Rules of Court. In exercising its authority 
under Section 583.430, the court must consider the criteria prescribed 
in Rule 203.5 as well as the policy of the state favoring trial on the 
merits. See Sections 583.410(b) (discretionary dismissal) and 583.130 
(policy statement)'. The authority of the court to condition an order 
granting dismissal includes but is not limited to such matters as waiver 
by the defendant of a statute of limitation or dismissal by the defendant 
of a cross-complaint. The authority of' the court to condition an order 
denying dismissal includes but is not limited to such matters as completion 
of discovery, certificate of readiness for trial, or motion to advance 
trial date. 
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